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The 36 Teams of 2016  
and their coaches

UNDER 6: Avengers - Olivia Fletcher; Strikers - Teri Nichols; Rhinos - 
Jacinda Williams; Dynamos - Tom Priest; Titans - Quentin von Stieglitz

UNDER 7: Mini Messi’s - Michelle Wells; Snow Leopards - Maria 
Tabagari; Victory & Glory - Andrew Lowe & Ji Clark; Bandits - Luke 
Andrews & Belinda Hawkins

UNDER 9: Wanderers - Kim Sutherland; Rockets - Cath Reilly; Cobras - 
John & Di Brozek; Dinosaurs - Sarah McRobbie & Heidi Goess; Scorpions 
- Glenn Bate; Colts - Kristy Atkinson; Hurricanes - Dale & Lynda Colgrave; 
Roos - David Sturdy; Raptors - Paul Kelly; Ninjas - Brian Wightman

UNDER 11: Falcons - Damien Griffiths; Gladiators - Darrin de Wit; 
Thunder - Matthew Deans & Robert Henry; Roar - Adam Phillips; Fire - 
Jeremy Smith; Rovers - Peter (Mogga) Fillery & Ian Hipperson Snr

UNDER 13: Rascals - Matt Geeves & Dane Waldron; Force - Damien 
Griffiths; Scorchers - Sasha Wong; Stars - Linda & Dale Colgrave; 
Bombers - Grant MacDonald 

JUNIOR GIRLS: Jets - Richard Reilly

UNDER 15: Tigers - Stuart McCarron

SENIOR GIRLS: Phoenix - Lucy Johns 

UNDER 16: Lions - Rob Shaw (& Rob King); Predators - Jack Harvey, 
Chondan Morris & Bart Taylor

2016
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 ...to the following ROJSC players  
who were selected in NTJSA squads:
•  Aaron Woods

• Adam Bakes

• Amy Littlechild

• Annique Ellis

• Ben Zandavar

• Breanna Griffiths

• Darcie Reilly

• Evan Gregson

• Fletcher Young

• Georg Tabagari

• Harrison Jago

• Jack Edmunds

• Jack Stedman

• Jalen Priest

• James Russell

• Jarrod Hill

• Jasper King

• Jesse Deans

• Jessica McCallum Smith

• Joshua Geeves

• Liam Gilmore

• Mac Mitchell

• Peta Antypas

• Samuel Gray

• Thomas Bergamin

• Thomas Lake

• Thomas Reilly

• Toby Simeoni

• Will Von Stieglitz

• William Prince

Congratulations

NTJSA representative 
coaches:

• Lynden Price

• Richard Reilly

• Mark Littlechild

TAS state representatives:

• Pete Antypas

• Imarnie Fatnowna
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RIVERSIDE OLYMPIC NTJSA REFEREES

Being a referee is sometimes not the best job to have within a soccer game, 
even if it pays well! The things that referees put up with is beyond what many 
of us would expose ourselves too. As a club we’d like to thank everyone who 
puts their hand up to help the NTJSA run the competition we all play in. 

There are 62 referees on the NTJSA books for 2016, 27 of these are RO related 
refs! 

This year 9 new RO referees joined the ranks who give up their weekend to 
ensure our upper divisions’ games are run correctly. A couple of these newbies 
solo reffed some of the Bhutanese games during their tournament at Churchill 
Park; they weren’t your average Saturday morning game, most players were 
adults and the refs faced unusual behaviour things with maturity! The newbies 
are: Ben Adams, Ashleigh Hugo, James Russell, Dylan Littlechild, Chelsea 
Wing, Meg Connolly, Jalen Priest, Tom Reilly and Jess Murphy.

The newbies join our experienced Riverside Olympic (Seniors and Junior) refs 
Peta Antypas, Patrick Cooper, Kane de Haan, Jack Edmunds, Julian Harris, 
Joel Harris, Nathan Hill, Ryan Hume, Nichola James, Zeke Lanham, Miki 
McKnight, Patrick Millar, Lucy Nothrop, Patrick Nothrop, Oscar Purtell, Daniel 
Shaw, Zach Walker and our President Jeremy Smith - you’d think he’d have 
enough to do! 

The Referees
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In 2016 I seem to have been referred to as the ‘boss’, mostly by the gaffer 
and occasionally by the real boss and the driver. My report is a fair bit shorter 
this year as I think we have a record sized report book, but here are my (more 
compact) thoughts on another great year with ROJSC in season 2016.

It’s been a mixed year of sorts; a record number of players with ROJSC and 
one of the wettest winters on record also. How the NTJSA managed to get 
through the season with only cancelling a couple of Saturdays (and a few more 
Fridays) beats me? Add to that the redevelopment of the main ground and the 
car park at Windsor Park and it made for some ‘interesting’ times down by the 
river this year.

The club cracked the 400+ player mark for the first time in its history, 
eventually landing around the 420 mark, who were allocated into 36 very 
full and sometimes overflowing teams. But on the upside, it made for a very 
orange Churchill Park every Friday and Saturday – we sure stand out!

Welcome to all of our new players, whether you are new to soccer or joining us 
from elsewhere, and welcome back to all of our returning players. We do try 
and make everyone who comes to Riverside welcome.

Our numbers of girls playing with the club seems to have bottomed out and 
is heading North again. Hopefully the club can implement some measures 
next season and help to not only increase the number of female players at the 
club, but to increase the number of teams in both the junior and senior girls’ 
competitions also.

To the leavers of 2016 we say farewell and we’d love to see you running around 
in a bright orange playing top again next year, with any of our mens’ Under 18 
or senior teams or the senior women’s team.

On to my thanks for the season and there are always so many I hope I don’t 
miss them all.

To all of our awesome coaches, new and returning – the club’s most sincere 
thanks. Our coaches all volunteer their time and effort to coach our kids and 
some have got involved further by undertaking coaching courses, coaching rep 
teams and coaching tournament teams. Next time you get a chance, just go & 
say “thanks” to your coach; just a quiet recognition for all of the time, effort & 
hard work they put in. To our new coaches, we hope we haven’t thrown you in 

The Bosses’ Babble 2016
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the deep end too much and you did enjoy being with the kids, we’d love to see 
you back again next year.

I’ll also throw in here that incumbent coaches get first refusal to coach their 
teams again next year and I hope we don’t get any refusals?!?!

To all of the parents, families, siblings, friends and all other supporters of the 
club all deserve a huge thanks too; this could just about be written in each 
team’s report but it is so immensely appreciated.

Our awesome committee of 2016, thanks folks! The core of the committee 
has been around a fair while now and we’re starting to get the hang of it. To 
Brian, Crystal, Michael, Tam, Richard, Karen, Sasha, Donna, Monica, Jenny 
and the ‘ghost’ Grant – thanks again for all of your tireless work, passion and 
general involvement with the club. Thanks also to Phillipa and Renae for the 
administration support.

Thanks also to our senior club, ROSC who have provided coaches, skills 
training and other necessary support. 

And finally thanks to everyone in general (and anyone I’ve missed?) who is 
involved with the club; I’ve been doing this for a fair while now and I still 
just love it. Despite some early season problems, the club again moved 
forward into the season with very few grizzles and complaints, despite the 
‘perfect storm’ of record player numbers, endless rain, car park and ground 
redevelopment. Thank you everyone, keep your heads up and your attitude 
right, it will not only do you and your club proud, it will be an excellent trait to 
carry forward as you move on in life.

See you all again next year with the new, improved Riverside (reported 
elsewhere in this report book), and no – it won’t come with a free set of steak 
knives!

Cheers, Jez

Jeremy Smith -  
El Presidenté
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UNDER 6 

U6 AVENGERS OLIVIA FLETCHER

The Avengers were a new team 
this year with only one player 
having played before. They are a 
great group of kids! During the 
year the team have developed 
some amazing soccer skills and 
have always been willing to learn 
and try new things. 

Will Ebdon - Although he is the 
youngest player on the team, 
Will has a really good kick and 
he has a vibrant personality. 
He is friends with everyone 
including those on the other 
teams. Will has done an excellent job this 
season. It would be great to see him back next season!

Tyson Donoghue - Tyson is a dedicated player, he shows great care towards 
others and he takes new skills on board. He puts a lot of effort in at training as 
well as games. He is a very positive player and we hope Tyson takes his skills 
he has learnt and continues to play in years to come. Great job Tyson!

Oliver Drake - Oliver is a very confident player. He isn’t afraid to get in and get 
muddy. He plays his hardest all the time and he plays fairly. Oliver does a great 
job at training and it would fantastic to see him playing in the future!

Addison Gore - Addison has grown more confident over the season. She has 
good ball skills, she gets in and gets the ball. She is a good defender. And we 
hope she keeps playing. 

Seb Barbour - Seb came in later in the season but he definitely made a very 
good first impression. He has great control of the ball in games and he has a 
powerful kick. We hope he continues playing. Well done Seb!

TEAM REPORTS
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Oliver Green - Oliver is very enthusiastic. He is a fast player and has a big kick. 
He is a natural leader and has good ball skills. He shows great passion for the 
sport. It would be good to see Oliver playing next season! 

Oliver Murray - Oliver has played previously so he is a strong player. He listens, 
takes on new skills and he is a great defender but he also likes to score goals. 
Hopefully Oliver keeps on playing in the future. 

The Avengers have had a successful season. They have had a lot of fun and 
learnt new skills and they have worked very well as a team. We couldn’t have 
done it without the support of the parents who helped out with the subs, 
training and who turned up on the chilly mornings for the games. And we 
couldn’t have done it without the team manager doing the subs and organising 
things. We hope to see everyone playing next year! 

U6 STRIKERS TERI NICHOLS

The Strikers jumped into the season well and every player has improved 
an incredible amount since that first game! It has been such an amazing 
experience watching these children grow into the confident and great little 
soccer players they are! Even in the cold, rain and muddy situations we have 
had over the season, each child was at the game ready and raring to go! Thank 
you to the parents and supporters for the all the support you have offered me 
this season. Best of luck in the future! Go Strikers! 

Ben Hay - Ben was an absolute asset to the Strikers team. Throughout the 
season his skills each game have improved and he has become a confident 
little soccer player. Well done on a great season Ben. 

Max Hay - Max was the smallest player on the field, but that did not stop him! 
Max always put smiles on peoples face with his enthusiastic personality. Max 
loved to take free kicks and playing in the mud. Well done on a great season 
Max!

Xavier Griffiths - Xavier is the little pocket rocket on the team. He is always 
eager to get the ball and his abilities in soccer have grown a lot over the 
season. Well done on a great season 
Xavier!

Thomas Davie - Thomas is a real-
team player, not only have his soccer 
skills improved over the season, 
so has his confidence. Thomas’ 
persistence scored him a few goals 
over the season and he shows some 
great control with the ball. Well 
done on a great season Thomas!
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Jaliyah Trifett - Jaliyah’s confidence has grown so much over the season. Each 
week she is more eager to get in and have a go. Jaliyah shows some great 
foot skills and has a lot of enthusiasm for learning more about soccer and 
increasing her skills. Well done on a great season Jaliyah!

Lucas Bailey - Although Lucas joined the team late, he is another star in the 
team. He runs with great confidence and control and managed to score a few 
goals for our team! Well done on a great season Lucas!

Zahara Brammall - Zahara was definitely the quietest person on the team, 
but she shows great control with the ball and is a great defender! Zahara’s 
persistence to never give up scored her a goal throughout the season! Well 
done on a great season Zahara!

U6 RHINOS JACINDA WILLIAMS

This was a great season for the Rhino’s. Every player got in and put their best 
foot forward. I couldn’t be more proud of our little team and the effort they 
put into each game. Wearing 
white shirts definitely wasn’t the 
smartest choice for our team in 
the conditions that we played 
in however, mud never really 
stopped us from getting in and 
having fun. I would like to thank 
the team and the parents for 
everything you did to make this 
a great season. I can’t wait to 
see which superstar soccer 
players come from this team. 
Well done on an amazing 
season.

Oliver started a little late in the season but 
made leaps and bounds in his achievements. He could be seen always at the 
goal square trying to stop the other team’s goals. He was never afraid to get in 
and have a go. Great work Oliver.

Jack was quite a little star this season. He worked hard every game to be a 
better and stronger player. His little legs often weren’t as fast as he wanted 
them to be resulting in him falling over. Jack’s determination often resulted in 
scoring some great goals. Well done Jack.

Riley ran hard this season, with his skills and great sportsmanship shining 
through throughout the games. His attitude and approach to each game is 
admirable. Riley will forever be the kid that used an orange as a mouth guard. 
Great effort Riley.
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Sam had some great achievements this season. He waited the whole season 
to get a header in and was very proud when he managed. He was always front 
and centre and willing to help out wherever he could, whether it be putting out 
cones at training or changing teams during our games. Brilliant work Sam. 

Alex progressed greatly through the season. Any time the ball was seen flying 
through the air you could be sure that Alex had been at the end of it. You are 
a fierce defender Alex, a force to be reckoned with. Great achievements all 
around Alex.

Kabelo had some great games this season often leaving us on the edge of our 
seats waiting for the ball to roll into the goals. He worked hard on his skills and 
ran with determination. His confidence grew immensely throughout the season. 
Well done on a fantastic season Kabelo.

Nomsa - since her first game for the Rhino’s you could see that Nom was 
a very keen player. Being the only girl on the team never stopped her from 
fighting for the ball. She got in and had a try often resulting in some very good 
kicks. Well done Nomsa.

Max improved over the season greatly becoming more confident as the season 
progressed. His cheeky grin got him through a lot this season and never failed 
to bring a smile to our faces. Great going Max.

U6 DYNAMOS TOM PRIEST

The Dynamos were very dynamic 
this year. In their second year 
of soccer, they brimmed with 
confidence. They got on so well 
I had to break many tea parties 
up on the pitch. I could not have 
coached them without the help 
of the wonderful parents of these 
kids. 

Shrirranga was at his best as 
usual, we got him to run wide with the ball and to cross the 
ball which led to many goals.

Kieran also has improved his passing, and scored goals regularly and kept the 
score sheet.

Georgia has come leaps and bounds this year, her running into position to 
receive the ball and score goals and she loved the mud.

Jaymie is one of our terriers, he gets stuck in and does the hard stuff gets the 
ball out to a team mate.
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Cammi has great awareness understands the game very well scored many 
goals and the princess of the team.

Rory had his first year of soccer and he is another of our terriers. When he 
wasn’t wrestling with Aarlo has showed great speed with the ball and bagged 
himself many goals. 

Aarlo loves just being out there. He shows great pace, control of ball at feet, 
and kicked some nice goals.

Leo was our defensive general who liked to stay a little behind play to shut 
down the opposition and put his team mates into attack with his raking left 
boot.

U6 TITANS QUENTIN VON STIEGLITZ

What a finish to the season!! In the end it has been great to see how far the 
boys have come and developed. Credit to the boys when we won some of our 
early games for the season they stuck at it and really improved and moved the 
ball - as a team we were at our best. 

To the boys in my team Louie, Archie, Alex, Ollie, Teale, Xavier, and Ellis you 
have all shown tremendous dedication to training and have improved massively 
as the season went on well done lads and I look forward to next season. 

Looking forward to next season to push the team to further heights and 
improve our skills even more. Well done boys on a great season!! 

Would like to thank my team manager(s) Farrah, Amanda, Lauren, Roger, Lucy 
and Matt.

Looking forward to next 
season. Go Titans!! 
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UNDER 7 

U7 MINI MESSI’S MICHELLE WELLS

What a great soccer year we have 
had. With a lot of firsts occurring 
this season, my first season as a 
coach, first time players, Tyson, 
Fergus and our team princess 
Annalise, first time team 
members to the Mini Messi’s, 
first time goals and some great 
friendships made on and off the 
field. 

The Mini Messi’s had a tough 
pre-season in Division 1, but 
when the games began in Division 2 the 
goals were raining in with our more evenly matched opponents. Some very 
close games that had all parents and on lookers from the side lines “Oohing” 
and “Ahrring”. 

A big thank you to the parents that braved the cold weather (and got muddy 
bottoms) to support our team at both games and training, also for the halftime 
fruit, scoring, time keeping and our very efficient time on the field rotation 
each game. You all made my job that little bit easier. Thank you.

Annalise - Our only player that loved to be on the bench as much as she 
did playing. Starting off as a shy little first time player, not knowing much 
about how to play to someone that isn’t afraid to tackle for the ball. She has 
improved immensely and I hope she continues to play in the future. Great job 
Annie.

Blayde - Has shown me amazing restraint and composure with our sometimes 
rougher, tougher opponents. He remained calm and focussed and continued to 
play really good soccer. He is fast paced and can be very goal driven. Keep up 
the good work Blayde.

Camden - Our youngest player on the team with more soccer skills than most 
teenagers. He is fast, can read the ball well and has amazing accuracy with his 
goal shooting. If he continues with soccer I’m certain he will play for Australia 
one day, the next Tim Cahill. 

Dante - Another fast accurate little player not afraid to fight for the ball. Also 
a diverse little player that does well in either a defensive or attacking position. 
One of the main goal scorers for the team. A great season, well done Dante. 
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Fergus - Is another new player to soccer this year that has taken to it like a 
duck to water. A very timid player at the start of the season that has grown into 
a confident player that tackles his opponents head on and always giving 100%. 
Always listens to the coach and a great team player. Awesome effort this year 
Fergus.

Joshua - Josh’s second season this year. He started off a little timid but his 
confidence has grown greatly throughout the season and shows with his much 
improved trapping and kicking. A great listener and another great team player. 
Well done Joshua keep up the great work.

Tyson - Another new player this year with great natural talent. Goal focussed 
and not afraid to take on anyone that gets in his way. A strong kicker and a 
strong little player whose skills have developed immensely over the season. 
Awesome work Tyson.

Willem - Will is a great team player that always fights confidently for the ball. 
Can be fast when he wants to be and it usually paid off with a goal. He loves to 
win and will often run as fast as his legs will go to defend the goal area. Great 
improvement this year Will. Keep up the good work.

William - Will. C is a great team player that shows concern and wellbeing for 
all his team mates. He possesses great skills, strength and is always a very 
enthusiastic player. He always takes on board what is said to him and learns 
from it. A great, fast little player that has improved his ball control greatly this 
year. Brilliant effort this year Will. C.

U7 SNOW LEOPARDS MARIA TABAGARI

We have 9 players in our under 7 age 
group, and every one of them has their 
own strong sides and personal goals for 
the future.

Because our seeding started without 
enough practice, it was a bit difficult 
for boys to get a really good start. Also 
we missed one of our players from the 
start of May, but from May until August 
team constantly showed own growth and 
improvement in skills from game to game. 

The boys are enthusiastic and they enjoy 
playing football regardless the condition of the ground, weather or results of 
the game. Due to the players age they just started trying to see the whole 
ground, understanding how important it is to spread out during the game and 
seeing not only the ball, but the other players’ positions.
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Angus Caie - positive, intelligent and only left footed player in our team. But 
at the same time he is good on both sides of the ground. Angus’s passes are 
correct and sharp, he can make decisions in a moment and with improvement 
to his kicking power in future he will demonstrate himself as a good player in 
any position from goalkeeper to attacker. 

Benjamin Carter - enjoys playing everywhere and every time. Ben has not 
shown speed in running, but uses his excellent skills in special tricks and in this 
season has shown himself as a smart player. More practicing in dribbling and 
sharp kicks (his kicks are already very strong) will help him to be a very good 
bombardier.

Oliver Ebdon - the tallest player in our team. It gives him a good speed, good 
game movement view and an advantage in reaction. He is good passer and 
player in pair with Oliver Hodgetts and as a good runner he has shown himself 
also as a good defender: his play in centre of ground usually finishes on the 
opponents’ half. 

Callum Gissell - the oldest player in our team. He has been practicing a lot 
during his free time and likes to achieve his personal goals. Ball dribbling and 
kicking are very strong. Good support helps him to be a good in attacks. He 
has started to improve his passing skills and accurate shots. 

Oliver Hodgetts - calm, accurate in every exercise task in training, he 
demonstrated perfect sense of the game in the last few weeks: he has started 
to see all the ground and think global. He is very good at passing the ball, 
making original and right decisions in difficult situations. He has a good speed 
and sharpness. His kicks are strong and powerful.

Zaine Khalafallah - light, fast and a smiling player. His observant eye took 
in every detail, just in looking at other games. He analyzes errors and takes 
advantages into his arsenal: he uses different kinds of kicks and does them 
correct and on a right movement. He does not demonstrate his sad feelings if 
we are behind, he brings to our team patience and positive view. 

Isaac Martin - the gentleman player. Isaac is modest at training and persistent 
in the game. He has a good speed and understands importance of tactics. He 
is not afraid to meet the ball by chest or back, in difficult situations he makes 
right decisions. He sees more than just a ball - the whole ground view has 
shown up in the last month and this has made him good in passes. 

Gregor Tabagari - likes to be with his team. He values rules and is trying to 
be accurate in the game. He is good in passing and some tricks. His shots are 
sharp and more practice in dribbling at a high speed and tricks will improve 
him as a player - he started to understand the team work and is proud to be a 
part of it.
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Sebastian Vincour - started our season late, but today he is the fastest player 
in Snow Leopards. Once he understood the effect of speed in attack, he always 
uses it. He is resilient and enjoys playing soccer. Seb is good in dribbling and 
his further practicing in passes and accurate shots will make him an effective 
attacker. 

During this training season Snow Leopards were coached also by elder players 
of Riverside Olympic Juniors - Alexander Caie (U11 Falcons) and Tristan 
Tabagari (U11 Thunder) taught them to play in games, Isaac Neskovcin and 
Georg Tabagari (both from U13 Bombers) helped coaching the boys with tricks, 
tactics, passing and dribbling. Everyone’s assistance in training and games 
helped to create a good team with constantly interesting games. It was very 
good season for the Snow Leopards! The boys usually had very good results 
in scores, but the most important part was that team enjoyed playing football 
and improved its co-operation. The parents support helped the boys in every 
game, special thanks for fruit boxes and active help in game management. 

U7 VICTORY & GLORY ANDREW LOWE & JI CLARK 

Another big year for the Glory as we took on our expansion side the Victory 
and ran two sides, one in each division, from our squad of 12 players. A big 
thankyou to all the parents again this year as it wouldn’t have been possible to 
manage without all the added help from everyone in our group. 

Max Lyon - Max was a new 
member to our team this year 
and fitted right in with buckets 
of enthusiasm and a big smile. 
His natural defensive nature 
saved many goals and as the 
season progressed his chase 
and second efforts saved even 
more. Also by the end of the 
season he was kicking on his 
non preferred foot during 
games without even thinking 
about it. Great job Max.

Isabel Munting - Izzy picked 
up where she left off last year and improved out of sight all year long. 
She took the game to the opposition and applied continuous pressure, which 
began paying off towards the end of the season as she starting putting away 
the goals, getting reward for all her hard work. Well done Izzy.
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Elias Brown - Elias was another new member to the squad this year and 
his effort both at training and on the weekends, he can really be proud off. 
Getting rewarded with many kicks each week for his efforts his smile said it all. 
Excellent work Elias.

George Poulton - George joined us after season start and was a natural. With 
tremendous work rate he ran all day from one end to the other and was always 
there to help his team mates. With great team spirit he has all the makings of 
a future champion. Fantastic work George.

Tori Ellis - No one seems to enjoy soccer more than Tori. Always happy to be 
there and always having a go. Multi-talented, she showed what she is capable 
of, with a half-length of the field run for goal, but also takes the award for best 
handstands and dance offs. Great work Tori.

Xavier Lowe - Xavier’s confidence took a big leap this season and so did his 
game. Always looking to pass to a team mate with his kicks, he also got sick 
of waiting and decided to take the ball off the opposition. His improvement by 
season’s end is something really to be proud of. Excellent job Xavier.

Ben - Ben is a natural soccer player, extremely strong on his left side, has a 
huge love for the game. He loves to celebrate team goals, boy does he like to 
celebrate. He is an almighty accurate striker with many of his goals coming 
from behind the half way line (no goalie). Everyone loves a winner, and Ben 
loves to win, I hear Arsenal is keeping tabs on him already.

Caleb - Caleb is our work horse. He gets into the heavy pack and hassles 
harder than anyone. And generally he is the one that clears the play and bursts 
through the other side with the ball in tow. He plays hard both ends of the field, 
and is our no.1 chaser. He can strike well, and defend even better. Caleb is our 
highly capable all-rounder.

Loti - Loti is our other super striker. Finesse is Loti’s skill, and finesse he does. 
He too loves a good celebration and loves to remind me what the score is after 
every goal. He is highly skilled and will most likely be drafted to Manchester 
when he hits 12yo.

Fletcher - Fletcher is a capable all-rounder. Presenting at both ends of the field 
and pushing forward in support of his team mates. His ball striking and timing 
has improved throughout the season and his sense of humour has made him a 
popular team member.

Rory - Rory is our back man. Doesn’t generally push forward, but I’m pretty 
confident he will be there to repel the opposition’s advance. He jumps on the 
loose balls and punches them back towards our goal. He’s a scrappy little 
player, but one the team needs that has a little x-factor.
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Thomas - Thomas is our Ninja, he comes in from the shadows from all 
directions and sweeps through the play, gathering the ball and passing to our 
players to push the ball forward. He is our everywhere man (but never seen). I 
am constantly surprised what this young boy can do.

U7 BANDITS LUKE ANDREWS & BELINDA HAWKINS

The U7 Bandits formed this year creating a motley crew, with a common 
interest of playing soccer.

As the season progressed they have grown into a supportive team who have 
fun and love hanging out together each week regardless of the result.

But over time their skills have vastly improved individually and as a team. They 
are happy to share positions, listen and encourage others the opportunity to 
score, by passing the ball to a lined up goal.

We often have a large training group, as we encourage siblings to join us at 
training and having fun.

Overall the season has been a learning curve as coaches and for the team, but 
we’ve coagulated, producing a fantastic lovable team of friends.

The Riverside Bandits of 2016 are Abhinav Sundaram, Elias Hargrave, Toby 
Hawkins, Hunter Andrews, Remy Hawkins, Lali Ndlovu, Ryley Smith & Alfie 
Palmer.
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UNDER 9 

U9 WANDERERS KIM SUTHERLAND

Well done Wanderers for another solid season. Charlie, Henry, Ben E, Thomas 
and Liam our Wanderer regulars were back for another year. They were joined 
by Mitchell, Zach, Pat and Ben F, the Wanderers first timers. 

Pat ‘Smiley’ Brown - 1st year with the Wanderers and boy have you made a 
great impression. An awesome defender who made numerous ‘happy’ runs to 
the goal. Well done Pat, you have made quite an impact on the team. Love your 
attitude.

Mitchell ‘Chatterbox’ Orr - What a great first year of playing soccer. Your 
improvement through the year has been amazing. Speedy and always in the 
fire of play. You have shown lots of enthusiasm on and off the field. Great work 
Mitchell, I’m sure you will keep improving next year.

Ben ‘The Boot’ Elliot - Really good positioning in attack this year Ben, which 
resulted in lots of scoring opportunities. Your commitment was admirable. 
Solid as always, you never stopped putting in 100%. Once again, a great 
season Ben.

Thomas ‘The Reliable’ Gibbons - As always commitment is never in question. 
Thomas, you are always a pleasure to coach and a great team member to have 
on the field. You have become a lot more confident both at practice and in 
games. Well done Thomas!

Charlie ‘Chopper’ Miller - Good work Charlie. Another great year in attack. 
The big surprise was the fantastic work you did in the Goalie position…sticky 
fingers. Many goals were scored and many goals were saved.

Henry ‘Powerhouse’ Barnes - Wow Henry. You have had such a good season. 
A dependable all-rounder. Great team 
player. Big runs down the wing finishing 
with plenty of net or assisting your 
team mates to score. We will miss you 
next year.

Zach ‘Good sport’ Buckingham - Zach, 
you are the gentleman of the team. 
Your sportsmanship was noted very 
early in the season. Although you are 
an all-rounder it was in the defence that 
stood out right down to the position of 
Goalie where many balls were stopped. 
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Liam ‘Ideas Man’ Jones - Liam, what can’t you do? You kick goals, you defend, 
you attack, you have an idea, you fall over, get up again, tricky throw-ins, you 
have another idea, you coach and you stop goals! Always entertaining. Another 
solid year.

Ben ‘The Wall’ Filleul - Defender number 1 - when you defend, you defend. 
When you attack, you defend. Not much gets past you Ben. Your signature big 
kick down the ground has served you well. You have had a great season. Well 
done.

Finally, a big thank you to Richard our referee for the season. Also thanks to 
the parents for supporting both me and the kids each week. Special thanks to 
Craig who helped out with practices throughout the year.

U9 ROCKETS CATH REILLY

It’s been a great season for 
Rockets. Playing U9 Division 1 
has definitely been a challenge 
and the team has been 
competitive all season. A great 
bunch of kids with a drive to 
learn and succeed; they are 
loads of fun and have been (as 
always) a pleasure to coach. 
Thanks to all parents for your 
help & support in all kinds 
of conditions and to Todd, 
Owen, Tim & Angus for stepping up in my 
absence.

Jack Cramp - New to our team this year, Jack has shown an amazing attitude 
and an eagerness to succeed. Through his hard work, his ball skills have 
developed really well and his kicking is beautifully accurate and strong. He has 
a great, positive outlook and an awesome sense of fun. He gets involved in the 
play with confidence. 

Imogen Donoghue - In her first ever season of soccer, Imogen has developed 
beautifully. She plays her best when she is in the thick of the game and lets 
her confidence shine through. She has been a pleasure to have at training and 
at games with her positive attitude and willingness to try new things.

Eli Grant - This year Eli has been a stand out for his strength, persistence and 
determination. His skills of anticipation and focus on the ball have seen him 
win the ball time and time again. Although a great attacking player, Eli is my 
tip for a brilliant defender of the future. 
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George Hudson - A great all-rounder, George has kicked quite a few goals 
this season, as well as being a strong and reliable defender. He has a game 
changing, strong influence on the direction of play and can always be relied 
upon to drive the ball forward with determination and skill.

Liam Hoare - This season, Liam has developed as a key player who approaches 
the game with logic and thought. He doesn’t scramble to offload the ball, 
rather he controls the ball until he can find the best option. His level head 
makes him a steadying influence on the game and a very valuable player.

Bob Matthews - Our resident left footer, Bob is fast and agile and always 
reliable. Every game he puts his best foot forward and spends his time 
providing and presenting for, opportunities. Kicking several epic goals this 
season, Bob has a great instinct for reading the play.

Matilda Reilly - Happy to get involved in the fray, Matilda plays confidently and 
with persistence. She works at the ball with strength and determination and 
happily dives in and gets involved. She uses her speed to her advantage and 
her accurate passing is a valuable asset to the team.

Henry Routley - This season Henry has continued to develop as a very talented 
player. He is strong and confident in both attack and defence and has natural 
skills that have converted many a ball into a spectacular goal. He plays logically 
and can see the bigger picture and has a great tactical mindset.

Angus Scott - Throughout the season, Gus has been a strong and confident 
player at both ends of the field. He thinks about the play and can see where 
the play will progress. He is great at directing play and communicating with his 
team mates and is a great leader. He is determined and persistent all game 
long.

Mitchell West - Mitchell is a great runner and a versatile player all over the 
ground. He plays with a positive attitude and determination and persistence. 
Always willing to do his best no matter what position he plays, Mitchell keeps 
going and contributes all game long, he brings a great balance to the team.

Hamish Whatley - A natural player of the ball, Hamish shows skill and strength 
all across the ground. Another regular goal scorer, Hamish is confident and 
passionate and is constantly involved in the play. He is always driving the 
play forward and steering the ball with game changing control and excellent 
technique.
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U9 COBRAS JOHN & DI BROZEK

The ROJSC Cobras stepped up from 
playing U9 Division 3 last season, 
continued to play soccer (but up an 
age group) in the Summer Futsal 
Competition, to play in the U9 Division 
1 Winter roster. 

The season has run well with the 
exceptions of some injuries and 
sickness, which seemed to keep 
a few away for weeks at a time. 
However, it was great to see the rest 
of the team step up and fill all the gaps when required. 
Everyone managed to score a goal this season too, which was awesome!

This year the team grew to twelve players after the addition of Lucas from our 
Summer Futsal team. 

With the exception of Lucas, our newest addition from our Summer Futsal 
team, the team has been together for a few years now and we have all grown 
into a ‘soccer family’. Parents pitching in and helping out at trainings, games 
and taxiing kids to events, so they get to play the game they love and nobody 
misses out. 

A huge “thank you” to Les and Bec Jarman, Adam and Kym Gourlay, Mick 
Sharman, Damien and Michelle Thurm, Phil Best for helping out with trainings, 
reffing, timing, running my sub sheets, as well as all the other parents for 
getting kids to the events on time, bringing the fruit each week, it is so helpful. 
You guys Rock and without each of you, the Cobra family/team would not work 
as well as it does. Also a big thank you to my wife Di, for all the management, 
organisation, washing of tops and listening to me stress out (at times) after a 
game and advice on how or what to improve on. It is also appreciated that we 
have a great ROJSC Committee to liaise with if needed with special thanks to 
Jeremy and Tam for your help and advice.

Aiden Thurm - In his second season he has grown in confidence, ability and 
with a memorable goal over the opposition from halfway. In recent months’ he 
has continued to soldier on playing whilst not feeling well. 

Amy Vimpany - An original from U6, she tries hard every week and not scared 
to go up against bigger boys. Amy scored a memorable goal as well.

Euan Best - The team’s ‘pocket rocket’, getting the ball out and passing to his 
team mates. Euan has missed a few games due to injury and has tried hard to 
get himself back up to speed.
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Isaac Bezemer - Our youngest player at 7, but you would never guess as he 
has grown in stature, ability and shows great maturity and patience for his age. 
He has scored some great goals for the team and saved some goals too when 
a goalie.

Jethro Clark - One of our consistent versatile players who plays well in all 
positions but especially in defence. He stands out as a goalkeeper and reading 
the play.

Jordan Bezemer - Older brother to Isaac, proves to be a strong versatile 
contributor all over the field for his team. His quiet, but cheeky, nature can get 
the opposition off guard when he is on point with his cracking goals or helping 
his team in defence. 

Kampbell Jarman - Has become a bit of a workhorse and pocket rocket, 
not scared to face-off against bigger opponents. He has improved, matured 
(sometimes over confident) in all positions including goalkeeper.

Lucas Starkey - New to the winter team and first year player, he has fitted in 
well with his school friends. Lucas is versatile, reads the ball well, and has 
improved in confidence when scoring goals.

Luke Thurm - Younger brother to Aiden, Luke has grown in stature and ability 
this season, setting up positions for team goals. Luke has matured and listens 
to advice from coach and his team mates for improvement.

Sarah Moore - Another player who has grown in confidence, ability as well as 
stature. Sarah is a smart player, polite and listens to advice, to improve her 
and the team’s game. She contributes at trainings, in games and always gives 
110%. 

Tomas Brozek - The dependable defender, what he lacks in height he has in 
speed and agility. Tom’s ball skills have improved this season and his reading 
of the play. He tries hard to help everyone in his team and is very competitive.

Zachary Gourlay - Is our ‘can do’ player as he is first to volunteer in goals or 
any position that is asked of him. He is a great little team player who tries his 
best at training and in games at all times.

Overall it is great to continue to have such enthusiastic kids enjoying the game. 
Whether it be trying your best at training or in a game, playing at school 
with friends, participating in extra skills coaching, or just having a kick in the 
backyard with siblings - it is about getting outside, having fun and improving in 
fitness for a healthy positive life. We hope you all decide to keep playing soccer 
next season as the competition, field and rules increase and you cherish the 
friendships made and your soccer journey so far.
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U9 DINOSAURS SARAH MCROBBIE & HEIDI GOESS

Promotion to Division 1 provided the Dino’s with greater challenges this 
season. The game pace was quicker and following the shock of the first game, 
the team embraced focussed 
training, understood positional play 
and came through the periods of 
confusion with solid structures, 
movement and excellent talking on 
the field. 

The games were exciting to watch, 
but seeing the Dino’s continually 
encourage and support each other 
was a true highlight throughout the 
season. 

STRIKE FORWARDS

Lucas Cooper is deadly in attack. He has nimble footwork, 
superb vision for the pass or shot on goal and great skill execution. Good luck 
to any defender looking to take Lucas on! Lucas has also assisted the coaching 
team when he hasn’t been available to play due to injury.

Speedy Avery Thomas has clearly been practising his skills at home and 
uses his smooth step overs in a game situation to confuse and wrong foot the 
defence. Avery has started to execute great leads and present for passes from 
defence and midfield. 

VERSATILE PLAYERS

Cooper Wigg uses his body position well to channel players outside of danger 
zones and patiently times his tackles to successfully steal the ball from the 
opposition. Cooper keeps his cool when being tackled, which sees him hold 
onto the ball for his team. 

Isaac Howe is quick to get to the ball first and puts the opposition under 
pressure. Isaac is very effective driving up the right of the field at pace and 
looks for the pass or shot, as he starts to cut into the centre of the field.

Lucas Boyden has found himself in defence, midfield and scored a hat trick in 
his first game as a striker. Lucas keeps close control of the ball, which helps 
his team to keep the much valued possession. Off the ball, he finds space to 
gain ground on the attack.
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ENGINE ROOM

Ciaran McRobbie is effective in supporting defence, in attack and often wins 
the ball from tackles. Ciaran’s pace and close in skills see him dribbling past 
the opposition and he has started to make accurate passes to his team mates.

Lewis Broughton is patient and composed. He just keeps hassling the 
opposition, putting huge amounts of pressure on the defenders and neatly wins 
the ball and drives into attack. Lewis has really shown excellent understanding 
of how training helps us in our games.

After his season off, Joe McCausland found himself with a new team and in 
Division 1. Over the season, Joe has really developed his skills. When he’s not 
wearing the goalie shirt, he successfully channels players, identifies passes and 
engages in tackles, winning the ball for his team.

FORMIDABLE DEFENDERS

Ryan Parkinson reads the play very well and sees when defence is under 
pressure, not always going to the ball. Ryan recognises and makes great 
decisions on when to cover defend, man mark or take the ball and his speed 
and work to get back has saved goals being scored against.

Archie Gogan has crisp tackling skills and quick footwork to pressure 
opposition and win the ball. A fearsome left footer and when our strikers get 
high in attack, Archie’s clearance from defence will see the ball instantly on the 
attack for Dino’s. 

Joe (Joff) Flint has great vision to cut off the opposition and distributes the 
ball accurately to his team mates or to the space for the middies or attackers 
to run onto. Joff supports his team well and re leads after a pass to see Dinos 
into a strong attack.

It has been a pleasure coaching the Dinos again this season, the work rate and 
enthusiasm of the boys at training and game days is just fantastic. 

Thank you to Heidi for all her help with training, game day and rotations, it’s 
not easy to rotate 4 players through 7 positions, however Heidi has taken care 
to see the boys get equal time over the weeks. 

Thanks also to parents and supporters for getting the boys to training and 
games and giving them so much positive encouragement, they’re a great 
bunch.
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U9 SCORPIONS GLENN BATE

Once again, the Scorpions this year 
were a blend of returning players from 
previous seasons, as well as players 
who are new to soccer or the club. 
It was pleasing to see all players 
improving their skills over the year 
and to observe an increased level of 
confidence, particularly in our new 
players. Most importantly it was good 
to see everyone enjoying themselves 
and well done to everyone for having a 
go as goalie.

Although the season was disrupted by 
a lot of bad weather the team still had a great year. The team 

as a whole has shown significant improvement particularly in relation to ball 
control, passing and playing with more structure.

Thanks also to those parents who ran the subs each game and helped with 
training. Lastly, but most importantly, thanks to all of the kids for another fun 
season of soccer this year. For turning up to training and listening… most of 
the time anyway!!

Hope to see Liam Bate, Lara Danziger, Oliver Geoghegan, Shelby Griffiths, 
Lola Mateos-King, Jade McCullagh, Cooper Peverell, Lingitha Ponnusamy, 
William Slater and Ryder White back playing again next season.

U9 COLTS KRISTY ATKINSON

This year was a learning one for the 
Colts, their first year in U9’s and they 
revelled in the opportunity to have a 
go at being goalie, run further and 
kick harder.

The season started off a bit all over 
the place with limited availabilities 
for training, injuries and sickness. 
But we concentrated on the things 
that were new to their game this 
year - holding positions on the pitch, 
set plays, throw-ins, corner kicks 
and looking for and backing up 
their team mates. The boys really 
pulled it together and have come a long way in a short amount of time.
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Alex, Connor, Fletcher, Harvey, James, Koby, Lochie, Logan, Oscar M and 
Oscar S - I said I wouldn’t single out players this year because right from 
the beginning it’s been all about building a team for us. You should all be 
extremely proud of the efforts you have put in this year, no matter what 
position I’ve asked you to play or how many times we have gone over the 
same drills at training you boys have put in 100%. You’ve learnt all about 
the teamwork and skills that are needed to play well as both attackers and 
defenders. You’ve shared the scoring around and most of all, you boys show 
terrific sportsmanship which is what the game is all about.

Thank you to the parents who have helped out during the season – getting the 
boys to the occasional training, coaching, reffing and subbing when I’ve been 
unavailable or just plain can’t remember who is supposed to be coming off the 
bench next.

Thanks for an entertaining season and good luck next year for those who will 
be back to play again!

U9 HURRICANES DALE & LYNDA COLGRAVE

This year the Hurricanes had 
returning players Xavier Davie, 
Hudson Young, Samuel Powers, 
Max Kerrison, Mac Binns, Callum 
Lindsay and Noah Colgrave who 
all picked up from where they left 
off last season. They welcomed 
Ethan Worsfold and Lochie Jones 
into the team this year. 

Samuel displayed early on in the 
season that he had improved 

greatly from last year. He showed that he was able to be a great contributor 
to his team in any positon on the field. His tackling continued to be a strength 
this year. Hudson showed potential in most positions on the field this year, 
but his defensive skills and ability to get the ball off his opponents was a real 
asset to the team. Once again Xavier spent quite a lot of time in the defensive 
end of the field, using his big kicks to clear the ball away from danger. His 
speed makes him a very handy midfielder as well. Mac certainly picked up 
from where he left off last season which was really pleasing to see. His ability 
to attack the ball and get the timing of his kick spot on, made him a reliable 
defender. Although he was asked many a time where he would like to play, 
Mac always chose defence. Max has had his best season yet this year. He was 
challenged to play in the mid field on many occasions and it was fantastic 
to see how he improved his ability to both attack and defend with great 
enthusiasm. Max should be proud of the improvements he has made this year. 
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Callum has seemed to really enjoy his soccer this season. While he always had 
a go at all the positions he was asked to play in, by the end of the game he 
had eventually gravitated back towards the forward line. His enthusiasm for 
the forward line has allowed him to kick quite a few great goals throughout the 
season. Noah has worked hard this season predominately in the mid field. He 
tried hard to spend time attacking and defending to help his team as much 
as possible. He has been able to make a number of great passes to help set 
up goals for his team mates throughout the season. Lochie and Ethan have 
been fantastic additions to the Hurricanes team. They have both shown great 
enthusiasm for learning and have followed instructions well. Lochie has made 
great improvements throughout the season, particularly in the forward line 
where he started making great space and therefore helped his team to score 
many goals. Ethan has taken to soccer with a great passion. He has taken on 
board advice and shown that he can apply that advice onto the field. He has 
shown lots of potential in the defensive end of the field where he reads the play 
well and moves onto the ball quickly. 

The U/9 Hurricanes have been very competitive against all of their opponents 
this season. Even though trainings have been few and far between due to the 
weather, it is easy to see the improvements they have made. The team has 
enjoyed the bigger field this year which has allowed them to settle into learning 
and staying in the positions on the field. It’s pleasing to note that they have all 
been really positive about their first year of goal keeping. Some have enjoyed it 
more than others, but they have all had a really good go at it. 

Thank you to any parents who helped at trainings or on game days. Also to all 
the parents, grandparents and other family and friends that have filled up the 
sidelines every week, thank you for your encouragement over the season. The 
Hurricanes players have a terrific bunch of parents and Dale and I are really 
grateful for your support.

U9 ROOS DAVID STURDY

The Roos have had another 
fantastic season in 2016. First 
of all, a big thank you to all the 
parents and carers who have 
ensured the kids have made it to 
training and match days week in 
week out. Also a big thanks to D2 
for match day game management. 
Every Roos player has made a 
big effort and done really well 
throughout the season. They have 
enjoyed playing despite some 
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significant breaks in play due to the rather inclement winter weather. They have 
all made progress with their skills and understanding of the game and have 
developed into a well-functioning team. GG Roos.

Snowy is a strong, physical player who has a natural talent for and 
understanding of the game. It has been a pleasure to watch his leadership 
skills develop on the pitch this season.

Noah has been a great attacking force this season. He has increasingly 
scored more goals throughout the season as his accuracy and composure has 
developed. 

Rhys is also a strong, courageous player. He is naturally a more defensive 
player and has put in some brave team performances putting his body on the 
line to prevent opposition goals. 

Maycee is an extremely versatile player who can operate effectively anywhere 
on the pitch. Her loquacious nature has been valued in the team as have some 
of the cracking goals she has scored this season. 

Lucy has fantastic determination and never gives up, even against the odds. 
She is great at putting pressure on opponents and forcing turnovers. 

Jack is an industrious player who quite often fulfils his role in a quiet manner, 
however just when you start to think that, he swings his right boot and wallops 
the ball out of midfield into the attack. 

Callum has been the standout defender of the season. He holds his position 
well and has stopped many dangerous attacks. He is also a good listener 
during training and has made big improvements as a player. 

Peter’s effervescent, creative nature has served our midfield well as he often 
helps turn defence into attacks. He is also becoming a more resilient player 
and has worked hard to overcome injuries. 

Lucas’ passion for being the goalkeeper has waned since the start of the 
season, however his passion for the game has not. He plays with hunger, 
purpose and vision and works hard attempting to achieve his goals. 

Josiah has amazing pace which he can turn on at any time, whether it be 
running the length of the field down the wing or doing one of his famous ‘goalie 
runs’ to thwart oncoming attackers. 
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U9 RAPTORS PAUL KELLY

The Raptors have had a very 
successful season. New to 
coaching and new to soccer I 
was very lucky to inherit such 
a great team of talented and 
mature individuals. Half the 
team comprised of a core group 
of Raptors who have played 
together for several years, with 
the other half new to the club. As 
a coach I was spoilt for choice, 
having numerous willing and able 
goalkeepers and players.

Lincoln ‘Lefty’ Woolcock is the youngest player on the team and is playing in 
an older age group. He is such a talent I have personally been approached by 
U7 coaches wanting him on their team and countless other coaches who have 
wanted to poach him. Our only left footer he has dominated the left side of 
the field and made it his own. He has a sixth sense and uncanny ability to link 
up with his brother Colby to create a serious attacking force, honed though 
endless hours of playing soccer with his brother in the backyard.

Colby ‘the Link Man’ Woolcock - His position is as the link man between attack 
and defence. He covers more miles than anyone else on the team hence he 
has the highest frequent flyer points. Colby is a player of exceptional talent and 
elusive speed. A great communicator, Colby has helped motivate his team in 
games and at training.

Kade ‘Captain Fantastic’ Greenwood - the Raptors did not have a Captain this 
season but if we did, that person would be Kade. Kade is a player of great 
maturity, skill and determination. He is also of great assistance in training. I 
appreciate his frank assessment of training drills and suggestions, so much so 
he could be an assistant coach.

Charlie ‘Mr Versatile’ Shea - Charlie is your quintessential all-rounder. Mr 
Versatile can play anywhere, anytime. Charlie has played all positions, from 
goalie to striker. Charlie has a fierce and dogged determination. There aren’t 
many players that get past Charlie. Charlie has been great in that you can give 
him any position and role to perform and he will fulfil it to a tee.

Katie ‘Striker Sniper’ Campbell - Katie plays at the antipodes / poles of the 
pitch, in goals or striker. As a striker she has scored some of the most acute 
angled goals. As a goalkeeper she has been incredibly brave in defending the 
Raptors’ goal.
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Samuel ‘he can score goals and play in goals’ Lindsay - Sam is one of my go-
to goalies but also recently scored his first goal of the season and minutes later 
followed it up with a second! Sam does everything, and more, that is asked of 
him. Sam is a team player and an absolute pleasure to coach.

Orla ‘Fearless’ Kelly - this lady can hold back even the most fervent attackers. 
This was Orla’s first season at soccer. She has played defence and goals. As a 
goalie, Orla has put her body on the line and played with great courage. Orla, 
being my daughter, has been nothing but a pleasure to coach and to watch her 
develop as a soccer player.

Finn ‘The Finisher’ Price - is one of the Raptor scoring machines, famous for 
scoring 4 goals in as many minutes. Finn is a fierce competitor. Capable of 
playing in all positions he excels in the forwards and has scored thousands of 
goals for the Raptors this season.

Liam ‘Lightning’ Mills G1 - Like bananas in pyjamas, B1 and B2, the Mills 
brothers, twins, are my goalkeepers, G1 and G2. The Mills brothers are my 
main go-to’s in the goalkeeping department, always there to stop even the 
savviest attacker. Liam and Hamish being twins have the ability to anticipate 
their brothers’ next step or action creating an added synergy for the team. 
Liam has a far reaching goal kick and quick reactive throw that keeps our 
opponents on the back foot. 

Hamish ‘Big Hands’ Mills G2 - when Hamish extends his arms into the goal 
space there isn’t much room left to fit a ball in. G2 dominates the goal space. 
Hamish is a player that always gives 110%. Hamish always plays with great 
enthusiasm and never ever takes a backward step.

The Raptors would like to thank the Riverside Olympic Junior Soccer Club for 
administering and organising a very successful club. To Renae Woolcock and 
Kellie Greenwood who had the unenviable job of making tactical substitutions 
and ensuring all players have had equal game time. To the parents, who have 
supported their children in the cold, the wet and the frost, brought oranges 
and have boomed out their encouraging support from the sideline, the Raptors 
thank you.
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U9 NINJAS BRIAN WIGHTMAN

The Ninjas and Gorillas of 2015 
formed the Ninjas 2016 who as 
their name suggests were focused 
on attacking the ball. The step-up 
from the Under 7’s competition to 
Under 9’s presented predictable 
challenges at the beginning of the 
year, however with determination 
and an unquenchable thirst to learn 
the game, the Ninjas’ improvement 
was dramatic by season’s end. It 
was fantastic to have a mix of boys 
and girls in our team and I warmly 
congratulate all Olympic teams who followed suit. 

As coach I was extremely fortunate to have the most amazing group of 
incredibly supportive Olympic parents who were a pleasure to work with. 
Special thanks to Jane and Jason along with Katie for their match managerial 
assistance on game days. 

Beatrix Wightman - From pre-season training while camping at Douglas River, 
Beatrix displayed a natural affinity with being in charge as our goal keeper. Her 
want to do well could never be questioned as well as her bravery which often 
surprised many. As Beatrix grows in confidence with ball control, she should 
develop as long term shot stopper at Riverside Olympic.

Daisy Barbour - Daisy remained the Ninjas’ quiet achiever. She is a natural 
runner whose willingness to chase down opponents benefited the team on 
countless occasions. Daisy never questioned the role that she was encouraged 
to play, often combining her athletic prowess to collect the ball with bringing 
eagerly awaiting teammates into the game. Daisy is as reliable as they come.

Flynn Grant - We often reminded ourselves that the Club had to seek 
permission to allow Flynn to play Under 9’s this season as he is actually an 
Under 7! Not that you would have noticed as his tackles to win the ball for the 
Ninjas remained ferocious. Flynn is the classic “hard at it” Olympic midfielder 
whose quiet nature should never be mistaken for an extremely determined 
attitude.

Georgia Watson - Georgia’s first season as an Olympic Ninja provided her 
with the opportunity to learn the world game. Her natural athletic ability was 
obvious as soon as the seeding rounds commenced with her desire to score 
goals clear for everyone to see. As Georgia develops more confidence with 
positional play I have no doubt that she should be a terrific team contributor 
for years to come.
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Harry Gunn - Harry is not just a gun, he’s a jet. His 2016 season was superb, 
leading our goal scoring efforts and covering more territory than a champion 
sheep dog. And while we may eventually and unfortunately lose him to the oval 
ball code, he will have developed outstanding skills on both sides of his body. 
Harry quietly went about his work on the pitch; however I feel confident that he 
was able to relay his exploits to a very proud mum and dad.

Lachlan Tonelly - Lachlan’s first season as Ninja allowed him to grow in 
confidence each and every game. He was asked to fill a variety of roles during 
the season and approached each task with a quiet sense of determination. 
Learning the game in highly competitive situations is never easy, however 
Lachlan never complained, always following instructions to the letter.

Shaun Koesmapahlawan - From pre-season training number one, Shaun hardly 
missed a session, determined to learn the game in his first competitive season. 
Like Lachlan, Shaun was asked to play a variety of positions each week; 
however, he found his niche as a Ninja in defence as the end of the season 
approached. Shaun’s unselfishness and acceptance to play his assigned 
position should ensure that his improvement is rapid.

Tariku Brammall - Tariku’s confidence as an Olympic player grew with every 
game. From the Ninjas first 25 minutes it was clear that he possessed silky 
skills capable of regularly taking on and beating defenders. Tariku’s obvious 
improvement in his strength on the ball ensured that he placed himself in goal 
scoring positions during many games. Tariku is a natural who should become a 
very good player.

Tom Munting - While his father and I have had some spirited encounters over 
the years, Tom’s level-headed determination and team focussed decision 
making is far ahead of the old timers. Tom was a wonderful team player 
throughout the season, which, when coupled with his terrific skills and 
confidence ensured that he was in our best players each game. It is wonderful 
to have Tom in Orange and he is definitely one to watch in the future.

Tyson Rusden - Tyson is a dream to coach. His ability to read the game is as 
good as I have seen in a young player of Tyson’s age. He regularly played the 
role of sweeper in our structure mopping-up offensive attacks before reliably 
distributing the ball to waiting teammates. If Tyson chooses to continue with 
soccer I am in no doubt that he is a senior defensive midfielder in the making.

William Wightman - William dances to his own tune. But that tune beats 
Ninja. His improvement during the season was very pleasing to watch with his 
naturally defensively minded play allowing him to return the ball to teammates 
further up the field. William remained an excellent team player who was often 
encouraged by the Ninja cheer squad as he took off on long runs down the 
sideline.
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UNDER 11 

U11 FALCONS  
DAMIEN GRIFFITHS 

The Falcons are in their first year 
as a Div 1 team and although 
they didn’t have a great year in 
terms of results they did come 
together as a side improving 
every week.

They have been a pleasure to 
coach and as many of the parents have seen me finding myself willing every 
kick and I often have to stop my feet from copying the action of the player. The 
number of close non goals counted to me just as much as those scored as 
their team play continued to develop.

I like to thank the ROJSC committee for all their hard work and also thank you 
to the parents of the Falcon’s players for their support for the team.

And hope we can keep the Falcons together for a greater 2017.

Harvey Bender - Harvey has improved with every game and manages to get a 
boot or body in the way when you least expect it.

Oliver Bonney - Oliver is a solid defender who gives his all each week; his 
clearing kick has been a saviour many times in repelling our opposition.

Alexander Cai - One of our two excellent goal keepers who got plenty of action 
against our stronger opposition as well as having great skills out on the field.

Salvador De Michiel-Burnham - Sal is a quick skilled player; you gave the side 
many opportunities to score but unfortunately we didn’t always capitalise on 
them.

Annique Ellis - A strong and quick player who gives her all on the field an angel 
off the field. A devil of a player once she crosses the white line, surprising 
many a player with her tackling skills and super throw-ins.

Tobey Fensom - The quiet achiever, not heard in voice but shows it all on the 
field - a valued team member.

Lachlan Frame - Lachie has had a hard year and missed a few games this year, 
our team’s thoughts are with him and his family and we wish them all the best. 
And we look forward to seeing them back with the Falcons next year enjoying 
the game he loves.
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Evan Gregson - Each year the coach is asked to put a nomination forward for 
the Tom Strickland award. Evan is my choice this year not just because he is a 
very good player but for his attitude at training, and on game day his attention 
and the respect he gives me as a coach and also to his team mates. He enjoys 
his soccer and even though we have not had the success on the field he hasn’t 
given up. A true leader and sportsman.

Breanna Griffiths - ‘BB’ - as a coach and more importantly as a proud dad, 
Bree has tried her best each week and along with Annique has shown that the 
girls can hold it with the best of them. Thankyou BB, love DADDY xx

Jacob Hargrave - Jacob has given his all on the field and improved each week, 
he has the skill with the ball at his feet but would like to see him pass sooner 
and put it to team advantage - this will come next year.

Xavier Huizenga - Xav super boot. A strong kick in defence and a scary sight 
for any goal keeper when he has the ball out in front; an important part of the 
team and hope he continues with soccer next year.

Damien Jamieson - In over 20 years of involvement with junior soccer he would 
have to be one of the most natural talented goal keepers I have seen. We hope 
he stays with the Falcons next year as he is a valued team member and also as 
we look to improve our win ratio next year.

Mac Mitchell - Mac is a talented little man who has a great shot for goal and 
can hold the ball at his feet well, I only wish I could get him not to jump and 
turn his back on the ball when tackling. Shhhoooose Mac.

Abraham Scott - A great defender who always listens to what I ask and puts 
his all into his game; thank you Abe for a great year.

 U11 GLADIATORS DARRIN de WIT

The U11 Gladiators formed at the 
start of the year, some kids having 
never played before, or playing 
together for the first time. The 
team took time to settle during 
the seeding rounds, allowing for 
individual talents to rise and team 
positions to form, leading to a 
good solid season on the park. It 
was great to see everyone wanting 
to give their best and having fun 
playing soccer. The Gladiators 
growth was also helped along 
the way by their parents and 
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supporters there, week in and out, some clad in heavy jackets and boots, 
coffee in hand on cold winter days. Just to mention Brett, Ian, Murry, Gerald, 
Charlie, and Margaret for all chipping in when needed, along with the large half 
time supply of oranges and lollies.

This is the team on the field.

Taj Barbour - Taj is a skilled player and was Mr. Reliable as the sweeper. 
He reads the play well, called the shots in defence. A key player in our side, 
cleaning up the loose ball and giving it off down field.

Seth Birch - Seth played out up front, taking on the defences, giving them all 
sorts of headaches. He reads the play well and knows just where to be. He’s 
had a real crack throughout the season.

Zayden Deegan - Zayden was always there at training and playing hard honing 
his skills. This led to him playing a huge role at left back throughout the year. 
Put under a lot of pressure at times he would keep the forwards out, giving his 
best. 

Broc Gabbedy - Broc held the middle together, a smart player that always 
listens. Broc is a real goal scoring midfielder and a big key to the team’s form. 
Broc had a really big year and could play most positions.

Noah Littlechild - Noah was great to watch. Mr 110%, he patrolled the middle 
getting the ball, cheeks glowing red from his efforts. You’d swear he’d come off 
after the match with leather poisoning, as he’d had that much of the ball.

Emilie Munting - Emmie was fearless in the middle with a big ticker to match, 
taking on whoever was in her way. After having sometimes already played 
netball earlier in the day she always gave her best, it was great to see. 

Max Slater - Max was the key position player every team needs, making a big 
presence. From his long range kick-ins to down-town shots that hit so hard 
you’d think they’d break through the net.

Pranav Sundaram - Pranav was the happiest, friendliest player on the team, 
everyone’s mate. Once he wanted to play for the other team to help out with 
numbers, but his team decided they needed him more. He’s played a great 
role in the midfield giving it his all.

Willem de Wit - Willem was fixated on doing goalie runs at the start, but turned 
into a solid and tough keeper. He saved many goals with fast reflexes in tight 
games. A real last man standing.

Jayden Willis - Jayden was solid and reliable with an accurate kick at right 
back. He is fearless in the last line, taking them on and kicking it long. He has 
developed a strong awareness and in training also plays well up front. 
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Cooper Watson - Cooper ‘Golden Boot’ Watson, a take-them-on striker who 
knows where the net is. His skill and vision saw him score many goals, it 
was great to watch him up front. The team would just lift, heart in mouth 
wondering if he’d add to the score.

Taran Wickham - Taz always listens and trains hard, a fast moving midfielder 
and part time keeper. His speed and coordination saw him play well in both 
positions a large part of the team form and could play anywhere.

Amelia Wing - Amelia is a fantastic player, a real standout. Put up front or in 
the middle she has great vision and control. She holds her own, knowing where 
to be to get the ball and loves a goal. She gives every game her best, a natural 
soccer player.

What a year it’s been for the Gladiators, full of highlights and fun. As their 
coach I was really impressed with the way they improved and still had fun 
playing soccer.

U11 THUNDER MATTHEW DEANS & ROBERT HENRY

The 2016 season saw Team 
Thunder move up an age group to 
Under 11. This meant we finally 
got to play on a bigger field and 
finally got to play for points. We 
unfortunately lost a couple of 
players but were lucky to gain 
some very skilful new players that 
blended into the team like they 
had always been there. Although 
the results didn’t always go our 
way we learnt a lot about team 

work and game structure on a bigger 
field and are all set to blast the opposition off the pitch in 2017. Thanks to all 
the parents for coming out on those frosty mornings to support your children. 
It has been our pleasure to watch every player improve over the season.

Josh Vimpany - Josh is a determined and reliable player that has an accurate 
corner kick and helps hold a solid defensive line. He is always there to back up 
the Goalie when needed. Josh has a great clearing kick that helps get the team 
out of trouble on numerous occasions.

Illanna McDougall - Illanna is an amazing defender that rarely lets the 
opposition past. She has one of the biggest kicks on the team that often saves 
the day. Illanna is not scared to tackle an opponent and more often than not 
wins the tackle.
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Chelsea Bezemer - Chelsea is another super star in Team Thunder’s defensive 
line-up. Chelsea isn’t scared to tackle any opponent, often winning the tackle 
and turn that defence into attack. Chelsea is a quiet achiever with amazing 
soccer skills.

Corey McCormick - Corey has played most of the season as Striker, nailing 
numerous goals. Corey has a strong kick which would scare any goal keeper. 
A solid player in any position on the pitch, Corey is also a reliable defender. A 
valuable member in the team.

Jesse Deans - Jesse is the pocket rocket of the team. A reliable player who 
can be put in any position and handle it with ease. Jesse’s speed allows him to 
be an asset to both the attacking and defending line-ups. Jesse can read the 
game well and sets up many attacking plays.

Jack Stedman - Jack has amazing energy and vision for the game that allows 
him to chase down many opposing players and turn defence into attack. 
Another player on the team that has a reliable corner kick and the ability to 
handle any position he is put in.

Sam Hugo - Sam is one of the new players to the team. Sam has grown in 
confidence and skill level, finishing the season with some of his best games. 
Sam’s ability to read the game and put through some well-constructed passes 
allows the scoring of many goals.

Joeb Dedman - Joeb is another new member of the team. As the ever reliable 
Goal Keeper, Joeb often finds himself as the last man standing in the defence 
line. Joeb’s confidence in goals has improved immensely over the season and 
so has the amount of dirt on his goalie shirt. 

Dylan McCullagh - Dylan has played most of the season in defence. A solid 
defender whose skill level has improved greatly over the season, stopping many 
break away opponents. A quiet member of the team who shows the opposition 
how dangerous he is with his actions rather than words.

Tristan Tabagari - Tristan is a reliable player who is happy to play in any 
position. Tristan is always backing up his team mates making important 
tackles often saving a sure goal. He also has the ability to put through a good 
clearing kick. Another new player that has been a real asset to the team.

Fletcher Parish - Fletcher is a fast attacking player. He isn’t scared to tackle 
and take on the opposition. Fletcher has learnt to read the game and position 
himself well in order to convert many attacking plays. An all-rounder in the 
team.

Ben Zandavar - Ben is another bullet on the field. He has an amazing ability to 
read the play and places his passes perfectly in order to set up a goal. He has 
great footwork that allows him to baffle defenders and pass them with ease. 
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 U11 ROAR ADAM PHILLIPS

Well another season over and then the 
rain will stop!!

It was a big year for the boys being 
put up to under 11’s after only 1 year 
of under 9’s, after seeding rounds 
they were placed in Division 2. They 
rose to the challenge admirably.

Starting the season with the same 
team as last year Henri Bergamin, 

Reece Binns, Lucas Freestone, Lochie Harris, Toby Harrop, Bailey 
Kerrison, Hunter Lee, Tyler Phillips, Ethan Rose-nel and Liam Rose-nel. Joining 
the boys for the first time was Tom Dawson.

We were lucky to have 3 left footers again, with Liam’s big clearance kicks 
out of defence and playing up forward where he helped set up shots. Henri 
also having a good left boot has settled into mid field where he covered all 
parts of the ground with speed, also doing well with his headers converting 
to goals. Lucas is our other left footer and has been playing defence well 
with his determination to get the ball and help the goalie with clearances. He 
was also well suited to the forward line. Ethan has shown great courage and 
determination with tackling and clearing the ball from defence, and as goalie 
to get hold of the ball with big throw outs. Tom was a valued defender learning 
to read the play with good passes to help with the clearance. Tyler found his 
place in mid field, running both ends of the ground also willing to have shots 
from outside the box, sometimes paying off. Bailey played both defence and 
forward. He seemed to enjoy the forward line most and always tried to pass 
the ball off to set up his team mates for shots at goal. Reece has played 
most games in defence and was very willing to tackle with determination to 
win the ball once in a contest. Lochie has played all positions on the ground, 
but was always keen to run from forward to defence to help out. He has been 
instrumental with his corner kicks converting to goals. Hunter has been a 
valuable player in defence, with great clearances and solid tackles. Towards 
the end of the season he pushed forward to help with some great setups. Toby 
has played many positions this season. With his ability to defend and his speed 
to push forward resulting in great passes to team mates, and also willing to 
attack in goals.

Many thanks to the parents that make the effort to get their children to training 
and endure the weather conditions. Special thanks to Lynda and Dale Colgrave 
for the organisation and assistance during the season. Let’s see what next year 
brings!
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U11 FIRE JEREMY SMITH

Ready, Aim, FIRE!

Well, we started with a few of 
the boys from the Renegades 
of 2015 and added a whole lot 
more from other teams and 
new players, and created a FIRE 
storm! The challenge for me 
as coach was to bring them 
all together, as there is a wide 
range of personalities, talent, capabilities 
and soccer styles, but the things they all had in common is a love of soccer 
and willingness to give it their all on game days; albeit in their own different 
ways.

Despite giving me some tongue twisting and other headaches - we have 
two Charlie’s; two Jacks, a Jake & a Jarrod, a set of twins (who managed to 
bamboozle one team in a game where they both had a half in goals and both 
made some outstanding saves) and when my eldest is refereeing - two Ryan’s. 
I’m very proud of these boys, they are growing fast to become fine young men. 
They look out for each other and play really well as a team unit, irrespective of 
where they come from. They are really coachable and listen well and apply the 
things we practise at training.

Highlights of the season include a draw with the league top team after being 
a goal down at half time, a romping double digit win in one game and a 7-all 
draw (what a goal-fest that game was!), never losing a game by more than a 
goal or two and taking on bigger and older teams and matching it with them. 
At the time of writing the team are mid-table in their league (U11 div 3) & 
hoping to push for a top four finish, which would be a well-deserved finish! 

Let’s introduce the FIREbrands of 2016, who are (in shirt number order):

#1 Goalkeeper - all of the players took their turns in goals but there are a few in 
the squad (whom shall remain nameless) who will make excellent goalkeepers 
if they choose to make that position their own.

#2 Finn Hyland - a quieter but well respected (especially by the coach) player 
in the squad, Finn would be the first to volunteer for any position needed 
by the coach and team and could always be relied upon to dominate in his 
position & play with calmness and confidence.
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#3 Matthew Towns - the FIRE’s version of ‘Eddy Everywhere’, only we have 
‘Matthew Everywhere’. The coach ended up playing Matthew mainly in the 
centre midfield, as he tended to run around there anyway. He just kept running 
and running when on the park and never left anything in the tank. Formed a 
fearsome attacking duo late in the season with Hamish and would be level 
pegging in the golden boot award for the team.

#4 Brodie Dolan - the smiling assassin from the Renegades of 2015 is back, 
picking up where he left off and getting into games more and more. Brodie 
works hard at training and is giving a more complete effort on the field on 
game days - keep working on your game Brodie and the improvement will 
come (that goes for all of the team too!)

#5 Ryan Gibson - a strong, tall player with a powerful kick, Ryan was also often 
deployed in the midfield and is almost impossible to get past as a defender, 
while setting up the forwards when on the ball. Also a strong central defender 
and a lynch pin of the team wherever he plays.

#6 Charlie Christmas - a regular member of the back line ‘wall’, Charlie would 
often be the first to volunteer to play forward (often without prompting), that 
was until we brought in the ‘where-can-I-play-that-best-suits-the team-please-
coach’ policy. Having said that, Charlie is developing into a reliable and 
dependable full back at either left or right back and we’ll be working on his 
wing-back role if he continues to keep playing into the future.

#7 Jack Wilson - an absolute delight to have in the squad, Jack is a super 
quick zippy player who causes opposition defences no end of headaches trying 
to track him let alone stop him. Scored a bag full of goals as a key striker 
including a hat-trick in one game and is a super attacking / striking player 
asset to the team.

#8 Hamish Bateman - the wingman, for his aeroplane style goal celebrations, 
which much to the coaches’ disappointment have diminished since Under 6’s. 
‘Ham’ scored a truck load of goals for the team from the striker position and 
dominated the wings when carrying the ball forward. Has a super powerful 
left boot that struck awe in (and many goals past) opposition goalkeepers and 
would be the other candidate in line for the golden boot award.

#9 Jake Worsley - the player’s player of the team - Jake keeps his playing 
uncomplicated and has grown into the unofficial boss of the back line. He’ll 
play pretty well anywhere asked of him, but it’s his read of the game and 
reliability at centre back that stands out; bone crunching tackles with a faint 
snarl that reminds one particular coach of Kevin Muscat in his playing days - 
hard as steel!

#10 Ronan Cruse - Ronan is still with us, and somehow taking more than his 
fair share of game bumps and tackles. But the big positive for Ronan is that 
he now bounces back in a minute or two and is ready to play again. On field 
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he is more determined than ever and kicking the ball with quite some ferocity 
at times and duping some of his opponents who underestimate his ability & 
attack on the ball.

#11 Jack Campbell - another member of our ever reliable back line wall, 
‘Jacko’ took to his coaches’ instruction to clear the ball ‘long & wide’ like a 
duck to Churchill Park in the winter of 2016, although some of the directions of 
clearance could be a little unusual but always reliable, safe and never towards 
the goal being defended. A bullocking player who has been seen to create 
paths wider than a three lane highway down the middle of ground 7, look out 
when Jacko’s on song.

#12 Franki Matthews - a somewhat utility player for the team, usually found 
on the flanks at full back or half back. Franki can be quite deceptive with his 
run and carry of the ball or playing a cutting pass ‘through the traffic’ to the 
waiting forwards, and he looks to be developing into quite an impact player.

#13 Jarrod Smith - developed a liking for the wide midfield positions and calmly 
banked a couple of goals from about 10 minutes in the position in one game. 
‘Jad’ can play anywhere, partly due to the coach putting him in various positions 
to fill a spot when no-one else will go there. But, he is a well-liked and popular 
member of the team and is always solid and reliable in any position he plays in.

#14 Tyler Worsley - where Jake had the snarl, Tyler has the poker face. 
Opponents (and sometimes his coach) just couldn’t read him and while they 
were trying to figure it out, he’d be off with the ball before they realised what 
happened. Another great utility type player, ‘T’ is solid on the ball and up front 
& tucked away a few nice goals for the team as well.

#15 Ben Sharp - still buzzing from last season, Ben put in some solid efforts 
for the team during the seeding rounds but unfortunately had to leave us 
shortly after. Hope to see you out on the soccer field again soon Ben.

#16 Charlie Huizenga - a late addition to the team, coming in after Ben left, 
Charlie slotted in nicely as an additional forward player. Confident on the ball, 
he adapted well to playing in a few different positions too, after a bit of a push 
from his coach. Seems to have found his ‘groove’ and confidence again with 
the FIRE, adapting well to the team camaraderie and style of play.

Thanks also to Marcia for helping with scoring and running the subs on the 
odd occasion when I had to referee and to my son Ryan for helping out with 
refereeing games when they didn’t clash with his own games.

To all of the siblings who joined in at training during the year - Noah, Katie, 
Bob, Ryan (apologies if I’ve missed anyone) thank you for helping to make up 
good numbers for games at training and just being a part of the whole club in 
general and not only your own team.
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Lastly thank you to the hastily named ‘FIRE brigade’; coined at the team’s club 
photo shoot. To all of the Mums and Dads, brothers and sisters, grandparents, 
other family members and all of our team supporters, thank you again for getting 
the kids to training & games and making Saturday with the kids so enjoyable. 
I hope the kids got something out of my coaching this year and playing with 
Riverside juniors. I trust you get as much out of junior soccer as I do and enjoyed 
being involved with the club, the community, your kids & their friends.

One final note for the team... Who are we? 

U11 ROVERS PETER (MOGGA) FILLERY & IAN HIPPERSON SNR 

Assistant coach Ian John Hipperson.

Firstly I would like to give a big 
thankyou to my assistant coach Ian 
John Hipperson for all his help this 
year it has been really appreciated.

Then I would like to thank Ian 
Hipperson Snr for his help as Team 
Manager and Todd Whatley for 
being our referee and both of them 
for helping out at training.

I would like to thank all the players 
for the effort they have put in 
this year. We have been focusing on positions and 
passing which most of the players were able to put into practice in the games.

Tom Crack - Tom like Hunter has been a great asset in our defence this year 
and has a great clearing kick and is eager to learn new skills to improve his 
game. With the both of them on defensive line they have learnt how to use their 
bodies to their advantage. Well done this year Tom.

Izayah Gerke - Izayah has been a keen part of our backline as middle defender 
keeping an eye on the game and the other defenders ready to help out on 
whatever side of the ground need him. He always put in a big effort both at 
training and on game day well done Izayah.

Oliver Gourlay - A great year for Oliver this year in a midfield position where he 
was required to run the whole field to support both the forwards and defence 
along with Archie and Jim; they made a good midfield team. Well done Oliver.

F’Romsa Grant - F’Romsa has had a good year this year. He is eager to learn 
new skills at training and putting in a good effort in the game where he plays a 
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midfielder doing some great stops and clearing kicks. Well done F’Romsa.

Archie Wise - A great year for Archie this year in a midfield position where he 
was required to run the whole field to support both the forwards and defence 
along with Jim and Oliver; they made a good midfield team. Well done Archie.

Noah Whatley - He has had a great year; started as a part time goalie and 
defender but soon became our full time goalie and has given it his all and done 
some great saves. So hopefully you will keep it up next year for us again. Well 
done Noah.

Alex Ritchie - This is her first year playing soccer and she put in a great effort 
and is always keen and eager to listen and learn. She was put into the forward 
line where she has fitted in well having some great shots on goal and setting up 
others for goals. Well done Alex.

Hunter Peverell - Hunter like Tom has been a great asset in our defence this 
year and has a great clearing kick and is eager to learn new skills to improve 
his game. With the both of them on defensive line they have learnt how to use 
their bodies to their advantage. Well done this year Hunter.

Jared Matson - Jared has played all over the field this year before ending up in 
a defensive role and has put in a good effort this year. Well done.

Arwen Koesmapahlawan - Arwen has been a great little player this year. She 
always puts in a lot of effort and is eager to learn even at training and at the 
games, she has been part of our forward line this year. Well done Arwen.

Jim Jordan - Jim has put in a lot of effort this year. He always pays attention at 
training and has played a big part of our midfield and never stops running. Well 
done on a great year Jim.

Max Williams - Max has had a good year this year playing all over the field 
which has been great for him as he likes to run with the ball and has a nice big 
kick. Well done on a good effort this year Max.

Harley Hipperson - Harley has played all over the field this year before ending 
up in midfield and is always putting a great effort in at training and on game 
days. Well done Harley.

Joel Buckingham - This year Joel has been in the forward line and has given 
his best and done what we have asked of him and puts himself into a position 
where others can pass to him. This has led to him scoring 2 goals. Keep up the 
good work.

Again a big thanks to all the kids this year and to all their families for the support 
throughout the year. Hope to see you all next year, so keep practicing your ball 
skills and working on your fitness so we can have a great year next year.
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UNDER 13 

U13 RASCALS MATT GEEVES & DANE WALDRON

Another season of many changes for the Rascals, 16 players 6 of whom were 
new to the side, step up in age group and the task of learning the “offside” 
rule.

A couple of impressive wins and 2 narrow losses during the seeding rounds 
meant that we found ourselves starting in Div 2 which we thought would suit us 
well.

The roster games started similar to the seeding rounds with a couple of losses 
along with 2 wins and a draw and the team was starting to learn each other’s 
strengths and weaknesses as well as coming to grips with the off-side rule 
which cost us many scoring opportunities in the early games.

Consistency throughout the year has been our main problem and therefore 
was our major focus for the second half of the season. A fantastic result in the 
first round of the McDonalds Cup and then a hard fought Semi-final win has us 
pitted against the form team of the year, The Spartans, in the final later in the 
year. Win, lose or draw a fantastic result guys.

A huge thankyou from both of us to our wonderful manager Sara, she does 
a wonderful job week in week out ensuring the team has all they need which 
also makes our job so much easier. To all the parents who helped with 
training, game days and washing of tops throughout the year your support and 
encouragement to all our players has been amazing, and makes our job so 
much more enjoyable. Thanks also to the author of our weekly newsletter, very 
informative and enjoyable publication. 

We have enjoyed coaching the Rascals again this year and wish them all the 
best in whatever they choose to do next season.

‘GO RASCALS’

Cam Howie - Another good season Camo especially considering there was a 2 
month holiday in the middle.

Zack Robins - First season with the Rascals, has shown improvement 
throughout the year with his kicking and trapping of the ball.

Zac Hartley - Another great season, plays well in any position, a pleasure to 
coach.

Adam Walker - A smart versatile player with a highlight of the season being 5 
goals in a game, well done Ads
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Oliver Waldron - Another consistent 
season, smart user of the ball and 
always encourages his team mates. 
Always listens to coaches and team 
mates and follows team rules. 
Thanks for another good year Ollie.

Riley Parker - First year as a 
Rascal and has fitted in very well, 
reads the play very well and is also 
a very good goalie. Scored goals 
regularly throughout the year 

Kurtis McCormick - Enthusiastic, reliable performer all year, used mostly in 
defence where he propelled many opposition attacks. Good first year as a 
Rascal Kurty.

Jack Manix-Geeves - Consistent performer all year in all positions also scoring 
a rare two hat tricks - 5 goals in 1 game and 3 in another. 

Jesse Price - A fierce competitor in any position, hard runner who wears his 
heart on his sleeve. Another good season Jesse.

Tom Knowles - An absolute running machine who created many scoring 
opportunities for the team as well as scoring many times himself. Pleasure to 
coach.

Beau Houston - Played some good games in his first year with the Rascals. 
Possesses a nice left foot. Hope to see him again next season.

Max Jordan - Little pocket rocket can change a game with his run and foot 
skills. Plays his best soccer when he is zoned in on his role and will become a 
very dangerous Division 1 junior and senior player if he chooses soccer as one 
of his focus areas in the coming years. 

Harvey Miller - Very skilful smart thinking player who has fitted into the team 
very well this year. Scored a hat trick in the seeding rounds and was also very 
good in goals throughout the year.

Chris Stevenson - Once again has held the backline together this season, plays 
his best when he backs himself and hits the ball hard with his fast running. 
Great stuff Chris.

Luke Stanton - A consistent performer whose improvement from year to year is 
a credit to the extra training and practice he does at home. Keep up the good 
work Luke.

Matt Hill - An extremely smart player who reads the play well. Possesses great 
skills and is a wonderful team player and a pleasure to coach. Thanks Matty.
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U13 FORCE DAMIEN GRIFFITHS

This is the third year I’ve coached the 
Force - we had some changes this 
year and lost some top players but 
also had a few first year players come 
into the side, which affected the side 
and it took a while to see the team 
come together on the field.

And although we didn’t have the best 
of results on the scoreboard, the team did come 
together and improved each week and I look forward to seeing all the Force 
players return next year to continued improvement and team play.

I would like to thank all the parents along with ROJSC committee for their 
support and also Jason and Adrian for taking Force when the Falcons games 
clashed.

Ethan Baird: This was Ethan’s First year of soccer and with each game came 
an improvement in his confidence and skill to become a valued member of the 
team; I’m hoping he continues to play next year.

Oliver Cathcart: Another first year player whose skills and value to the team 
improved each week both on the field and also as a very good goal keeper.

Luke Chadwick: Again a first year player who became a solid defender giving 
his all each week and I’m hoping he continues his improvement by returning to 
play again next year.

Oliver Christmas: A new player to the Force from the Bombers and is a strong 
defender who is full of excitement and keen to give his all each week.

Aaron Danzinger: Aaron has been with the Force since day dot and tries his 
hardest each week. When he’s switched on he can surprise even his dad with 
his ability to repel the opposition forwards from our goal line.

James Ferguson: This is James second year with the Force and this year has 
seen a big change in his skill level and ball skills. And he has go-go gadget legs 
in defence and in goals; a pleasure to coach.

Cooper Gourlay: Mr Quiet, this is his best year with the Force to date which 
has seen a dramatic improvement in his skills and game play.

Jacob Griffiths: As a coach and also a dad I’m very proud of Jacob; he has 
been playing this year as a great goal keeper and I hope he realises what 
a valued team player he was this season and that he puts his thoughts to 
becoming a dedicated keeper as he is talented at it. Thanks Jake.
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Floyd Jones: This was Floyd’s first year with Force as he joined his brother 
Oscar in the team; he looked a little lost to start but slowly grew in confidence 
each week and couldn’t take the grin of his face when he scored his first goal.

Oscar Jones: This is the third year I’ve Coached Oscar; he has the talent and skill 
to be in a div 1 side but choose to stay with Force. A great player on the wing 
with great power in his shot and cross and a is pleasure to coach. Thanks Oscar.

Jacob Leslie: Jacob missed last year and come back this year for his second 
season with the Force. The break saw him a little lost at the start of the season 
but he soon found his feet again and his ability to relentlessly tackle and chase 
was a great asset to the side.

Nicholas Lord: Nick is a talented forward who unfortunately has had some 
injury problems that affected him from shining to his full potential, but he still 
gave his all each week scoring some great goals. But my highlight of the year 
was when I asked him to go into defence to close down an opposition forward, 
and to see the frustration on that forwards face as Nick closed down every 
attempt he made to get the ball. Great year Nick.

Jonathon Maddock: This is the third year I have had Jono and his banter is 
always welcome and he enjoys giving me a hard time. But when he is on the 
field he also gives me the best he can do and he is a great defender and a true 
Force on the field.

Cooper Mott: Cooper is a strong defender who goes hard at the ball without 
fear, is a valued team player but also likes joining Jono in giving me a hard 
time. Hope to see you again next year Coop.

Ethan Tudor: Ethan has improved every week and enjoys his soccer and being 
part of the team; his relentless chasing and team play is great to watch and I’m 
hoping he comes back to the Force next year and increases his goal tally.

Blaide Walters: Has great talent and scored some great goals this year and is 
also a good goal keeper; gets a little disappointed with each loss but still tries 
his hardest each week.

U13 STARS DALE & LYNDA COLGRAVE

The Riverside Stars Under 13 team had last year’s players Evan Binns, Jake 
Elmer, Fletcher Young, Josh Harris, Thomas Bergamin, Evan Harrop, Will 
Springer, Euan Rose-Nel, Campbell Young, Connor Shephard and Brady 
Colgrave, and they welcomed new players in Josh Belbin, Jonte Lee, Fawz 
Ahmed and Isaac Shadgett. There was some concerns at the start with some 
new players not getting into the same team as their school mates, but what 
I hope they have now realised is that they have made another 13 mates from 
playing soccer together for the year.
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This was their first year in U/13 
on a bigger ground, 11 players 
on the field and having to play 
offside for the first time.

They started the seeding 
rounds off with some good wins 
and a loss, which put them in 
to Division 2.

Playing on a bigger ground they 
had to learn really quickly that 
the only way they were going to be competitive was to play as a team, 
encourage each other, stay in their positions and really back each other up. 
Throughout the season it has been easy to see the improvement in all of these 
areas. They were very competitive in all games, winning most, except for the 
games against teams who have already had one year in U/13s, making them 
more experienced and a year older than our boys.

Overall it was another great season from the STARS. This may have been their 
last season together as most of them head off in different directions to the 
Big World of High School next year. I would like to thank the boys for their 
commitment and attitude on Game Day and MOST of the time on Training 
Days (when we did train).

I have had the pleasure of coaching most of the boys since U6, and I have seen 
them improve every year. I hope they have also enjoyed their time with me as 
their Coach over those years at this Great Club and may follow in my footsteps by 
representing Riverside Olympic at Senior level as a Player/Captain or even Coach.

A big thank you to all the parents, grandparents and any other family members 
that turned up each week to cheer the boys on, the sidelines were always full! 
A special thank you to Richard Young who took on the role of assisting me with 
subbing.

U13 BOMBERS GRANT MCDONALD

The Bombers have had a mixed season this year with only 1 win at the time of 
writing, though a number of our losses were close.

The team changed markedly from 2015 with only 4 carrying over. The newness 
of the team meant at times they didn’t gel as well as hoped, though there were 
times during the season when they were able to show their potential with the 
SR Patriots games in particular. 

Goalkeeping was a bit of a problem with no regular keeper. Big thanks to those 
who accepted the challenge and took a hit for the team with Isaac Neskovcin 
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and Nixsyn Wade having some good games in goal. Other to have turns were 
Tom McLellan, Jalen Priest, Tom Reilly and Tom Lake.

The defence was built around Sam Jones and Finn Mitchell with Josh Geeves, 
Tom McLellan, Jalen Priest, Connor O’Shea and Tom Reilly playing some of 
their best football in these tough and demanding roles.

The midfield was based around Georg Tabagari and Toby Simeoni in the 
middle. Will Prince was at his best for us on the right wing though Connor 
O’Shea also did well there. Left wing was Tom Lake or Tom Reilly. The team’s 
best play came out of runs down the 
wing and crosses into the box involving 
some or all of these characters.

Up front Henry Davis, Jalen Priest 
and Tom Lake did their best 
as striker against some tough 
opposition.

It has been perhaps not the best 
year results-wise but the players 
are a good bunch and have been a 
pleasure to coach.

U13 SCORCHERS SASHA WONG

Why do I do this?

Saturday morning, mid winter, heavens above!, it’s cold outside the blankets. 
I don’t even want to think how cold it is outside the house. It rained again last 
night, just as it has for many days and nights. I know the ground will be wet. 
I know my shoes aren’t quite waterproof. I know that shortly it could feel like 
I am walking on numb stumps that are sitting in a plastic bag of wet slugs. I 
haven’t had my coffee yet. Perhaps that can help. Yes, a hot cup of something. 
Let’s hope the queue at the coffee trailer isn’t already at biblical proportions 
by the time I get there. Right now, I have to move. I have to get ready. I have to 
get up. Here we go. 1-2-3………… Ugh.

Why am I doing this? Remind me please. I have a perfectly good couch to sit 
on. I’ve barely touched my book. Slippers! Yes, slippers.

I stagger to the kitchen, brew some coffee, sit down, gather my thoughts. Then 
the reason comes to me. Only, it’s not one reason. There are sixteen. Sixteen 
valid reasons. Let me introduce them to you.

Lachlan Deboer-Adlard, one of the founding members of the Scorchers, strong 
in the tackle, earnest in his approach to the game, never shies away from a 
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request or a task, Lachlan this season has rediscovered some of the form that 
made him such a handy player in earlier seasons.

Gerasimos Antypas - or Geremie to his team-mates is the rock at the heart of the 
team’s defence. Ever present in the backline, he patrols the left side of the pitch, 
provides support and guidance to the full backs and midfielders, and also gives 
the confidence to the team to know that they can attack with confidence. Over the 
last couple of years, Geremie has developed his reading of the game, and with it, 
his understanding of the game and his communication has also developed.

But with whom does he communicate the most – on the pitch at least, Geremie 
stands side by side with Will Hugo. Also steadfast in defence, but also with a 
keen eye for attack, Will not only anticipates the oppositions’ moves, but also 
understands and observes their weaknesses. Many times, the opposition have 
thought that they were poised to attack our goal only to be intercepted and be 
forced back onto their back foot as Will demonstrates ‘the best form of defence 
is attack’.

There are few times that the ball makes its way through this miserly defence. 
At the time of writing, the Scorchers have the joint best defensive record in 
the league, having only allowed 9 goals in so far this season. The only team 
to share this honour happens to be the only team above the Scorchers in the 
league. A good team builds from the back. A number of times our goalkeeper 
has had very little to do and has gone an entire half without touching the ball. 
On a few occasions however, our defence has been breached and the keeper 
called into action. Many players have drawn on the gloves this season, but four 
have done so with distinction: Lachlan, Arden, Ryan and Angus. Playing almost 
like an extra outfield player, they have allowed the team to play further up the 
pitch both heartening their team mates and supporters and demoralising their 
opposition. Diving saves from Arden and Angus come to mind and a point 
blank save from Lachlan that no doubt kept his head firmly on his shoulders 
are but a couple of this seasons goalkeeper memories.

Finding her feet in the team this year was new recruit Frida Morgan-Dean. 
Frida, although new to the team, was not unknown to many of her team mates 
as a classmate at Trevallyn Primary School. As the first girl to have joined the 
Scorchers, it was clear that she would give as good as she got on the playing 
field. Starting off the season in the central midfield role Frida gave extra 
freedom to the wing backs who could then exploit the space created when 
Frida amongst other would pack out the midfield. Later in the season, Frida 
established herself at the right full back position, seemingly more at ease 
with being able to watch the whole game in front of her, Frida has significantly 
developed with her understanding of the game and tactics.

Also joining the team this year was Quinn Hardy, Quinn has a level of 
enthusiasm that would be almost impossible to extinguish. Playing in a 
number of roles around the midfield, Quinn’s major focus has been on putting 
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significant pressure on opposition midfielders and then relying on a close 
passing game to quickly move the ball from the centre of the park to the wings. 
I understand that this is Quinn’s first year of football. Judging by her rapid 
adoption of the game, great things are expected this young woman.

Continuing in midfield is the third and final of our new recruits for this season. 
Roley McCausland. Also a classmate of many of the squad already, many in the 
team already knew what to expect from this particular dynamo. Energy, energy 
and enthusiasm! Roley could run all game and then ask for another running 
activity at the end of the game. Playing either on the left wing or in the middle 
of the park, Roley is the sort of player that opposition players hate. He runs, he 
runs, and then he runs some more. Just when you think that you’ve got him 
worked out, he kicks into another gear and breezes past the opposition yet again 
- and worse still, he’s constantly smiling at you when he runs past. Pace has been 
a hallmark of the Scorchers play this season, and Roley has it in abundance.

Another player who covers almost exactly the same amount of ground is Angus 
Purtell, in fact fitness wise, it would be hard to separate them. They are about 
the same height and build, thankfully Angus’ hair is dark as opposed to Roley’s 
blonde locks or it would be painful to try and tell them apart on the pitch. 
Angus however, has been able to further add to his game by adding even more 
goals than last season. Last season, Angus had a contender for goal of the 
season, and in the closing month, he has more to come this year as well.

Also in the middle of the field is our little general, Matthew Adams. Matthew 
has the vision to spot a pass, see a runner and exploit a weakness. This 
emerging talent earned Matthew special praise last year, season 2016 has 
seen this talent develop further. Sometimes Matthew might even seem to 
be the victim of his own success due to the standards that he sets himself. 
Unfortunately, this will be Matthew’s last year with the Scorchers as he and 
his family move to WA. He knows that he will be missed by the entire team. 
Players like Matthew are not easy to replace.

William Bates is yet another of our almost ridiculously pacey midfield, playing 
mainly on the right wing, William has been able to develop his game to an 
almost ruthless effect becoming the team’s top scorer for this season. On 
the one occasion that the team was awarded a penalty this season, there was 
no way that William was going to let 
anyone else take the shot. Dovetailing 
with any and all other attackers, 
William has certainly been run off his 
feet this year.

Next is the teams enigma, Samuel 
Goss. Sam is always trying to 
challenge himself, often introducing 
some of the exercises from the 
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training ground directly onto the pitch. Sam has experienced almost every 
position on the field applying an inquisitive nature, unbridled joy and 
simultaneously a ruthless streak - demonstrated when an opposition midfielder 
made the mistake of thinking that he had been able to evade Sam’s crunching 
tackle - leading to our only foul this season. One of the greatest cheers this 
season went up when Sam scored his second goal of the season - this was only 
outdone by the sound generated by his first goal. I truly enjoy watching Sam 
play, he embodies almost every emotion you can experience as a supporter on 
the sidelines while he runs around on the pitch: Joy, anger, confusion, certainty. 
Sam has been with this team since its inception. He is integral to this team. 
Without Sam, the Scorchers would quite simply not be the Scorchers.

Tom Stephenson, the tall timber of the team plays mainly in the forwards 
and often on the right wing. Usually as a point of focus for the attack, his 
size is called into action time and time again. Tom’s second season with the 
Scorchers has seen him become more settled within the squad, allowing his 
team mates to learn his qualities. Often the ball is passed forward to Tom 
where he is able to hold off the defence to allow his defenders to play through 
the spaces to continue an attack, but don’t think Tom’s influence ends there. 
He has developed his shooting this year and has put many an opposition 
goalkeeper to the sword.

Ryan Smith’s determination and concentration has been a magnificent thing 
to behold this season. Ryan has learnt many of the skills required of a striker, 
hanging off the shoulder of the last defender to take advantage of the offside 
rule introduced to our play for the first time this year. Ryan it seems has learnt 
to make life difficult for defenders, making them stay further back in their own 
area, making them run and tiring them out. Ryan’s hatful of goals this season 
would demonstrate how seriously and with how much joy he has taken his role 
this year.

Arden Parer-Wong has been busy this year at both ends of the pitch. As 
mentioned earlier, he found comfort between the posts, but he is equally adept 
in the opposition goal area. Arden’s play is not just centred around speed, 
rather he is able to tackle the opposition defenders, dribble through a couple 
more and create the space for a team mate to take an easy shot on goal. 
Players like Arden demonstrate just what a team sport is all about, the group 
ethic and not the individual player. I could go on about Arden’s exploits for 
pages, but I suppose I’d better not bore you and embarrass him - I’ll save that 
for his 21st.

Callum Ollerenshaw, like many of the team is what I would call a quiet 
achiever. Able to run seemingly for hours without tiring or getting upset when 
an effort goes astray, Callum has been a regular nominee for the team’s best 
and fairest competition. He has worn the newly created “golden helmet” 
on a number of occasions not only for the number of goals scored, but his 
understanding of the play, the analysis of the opposition, sharp twisting and 
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turning and passing. Occasionally, Callum’s inventiveness gets the better of him 
and his move may not come to fruition, but it’s always better to try than not. 
While always a fun loving young man, when the time comes to get involved, you 
can see the change in his expression is not to be taken lightly. Work hard, and 
play hard.

Kyle Loone has shown resilience in the face of injury this season - just don’t ask 
him how he got his injury. Kyle showed great promise in the early matches this 
year and looked to further establish his position within the squad. Unfortunately, 
a season ending injury put an end to this year’s ambition leading to several 
months in a sling. Thankfully, we had deputies able to step up to the plate 
this year - but no one quite works the left wing like him. Hopefully Kyle will be 
back with a vengeance to wreak havoc on those defences able to avoid him this 
season.

Tullius Mateos-King, or Tully as we know him would be the most improved 
player of the season. Initially unsure of his role, Tully has grown this year, made 
tackles he never would have before, made runs that would have burst his lungs 
before and done things that previously he would have baulked at or shrunk away 
from. Such has been Tully’s improvement this year, that one week when he was 
too ill to play, he still turned up at the fields to support his teammates, they in 
turn showed him their support by voting him most valuable player of the day. 
That would highlight the camaraderie within the team and the value with which 
they hold each other.

The Scorchers moved up into the U13 division this year, and had to contend 
with a larger field, a full set of players, and most importantly, the confusion 
that surrounds the implementation of the offside rule. None of these obstacles 
were of any issue for the Scorchers, and allowed the communication skills of the 
players to further thrive. Bring it on!

Special mentions this season have to go to Kathryn Goss for assisting in training 
(and having extra-large garbage bags for the team to wear like sleeping bags 
after particularly muddy training), and Evan Ollerenshaw for seamlessly taking 
over the team when I had family duties away. Further I can’t forget the vocal 
support that the team has received (weather permitting). Roars from the crowd 
for goals have often been heard, for tackles, passes, saves, and for pretty much 
everything they do. Those cheers are not only for the Scorchers. It’s also good to 
hear those cheers for opposition players for work that is well done. Being a good 
sport seems to run in the veins of all those involved with the Scorchers.

So, I finish off my coffee, I will pack a spare pair of shoes to wear after the 
game, I will pack clean socks, I will pack a towel. I will fill a thermos for a hot 
drink or two, because I don’t want to miss a minute of this amazing continuing 
adventure. That’s why I do this.

I’ll get my coat.
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JUNIOR GIRLS

U13 JETS RICHARD REILLY

The Jets this season have 
experienced a changing of the 
guard, with 6 players from 
the previous year moving on. 
We retained 8 of the original 
players, all of whom have shown 
great leadership throughout 
the season: Meg Connolly, Erin 
Cooper, Maggie Fearn, Ella Howe, Zoe Lanham, Ella Matson, Chelsea Wing & 
Emily Wood.

New players have come to Junior Girls from Under 11’s: Ruby Hudson, Amy 
Littlechild, Jessica McCallumsmith, Darcie Reilly, Madeline Munting and Elysha 
Jones (after a 2 year break). 

Our first time players are Lily Matthews, Angelina Von Stieglitz and Charlotte 
Worsley.

The girls span in ages from 10-13, and have been a wonderful, positive group 
to coach. The girls clicked as a team, with the older girls showing a great 
attitude and friendship towards the younger ones. As my first time coaching an 
all-girls team, it’s been a great experience with an excellent bunch of girls.

As a result of there only being 2 Junior Girls teams in the whole competition, 
the Jets were granted permission to play in Div 3 of the U13s. This meant that 
each week we played against teams that were predominantly made up of boys. 
And the girls were fantastic. Each week they held their own, were competitive, 
creative and determined. To date we have had two wins, three draws, and three 
losses of 2 goals or less. (And one blow-out ...coach’s fault!) We have scored 19 
goals in 9 games.

Of note were several games in the Seeding Rounds, where the girls played in a 
variety of positions. They played in fantastic, sunny weather. Plus an awesome 
save by goalie Charlotte from a penalty. And a goal by Chelsea from halfway.

POSITIONS:

Goalkeeper: This role was filled beautifully by natural newcomer and eager 
student Charlotte. Ella H and Zoe also stepped into this role from time to time.

Wide Defenders: Ruby, Angelina, Madeline with regular runs down the field and 
regaining the ball.
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Centre Back: Chelsea, Erin, Amy all showing persistence and determination 
running down the opposition.

Wide Midfielders: Emily, Lily, Ella M & Ella H with a running attack and 
strengthening of our defence.

Midfielders: Meg, Jessica, Elysha - Playmakers, helping to set up the attacking 
plays for the Forwards.

Forwards: Darcie, Maggie, Zoe - Shooting and creating goal opportunities using 
speed and control.

Thanks to Team Manager, Heather Cooper for scoring and generally helping 
out and to the parents for encouraging the girls in all kinds of conditions and 
providing oranges to the team.

Also to Stuart McCarron for providing Goalie Training.

Congratulations to several of our players for making the NTJSA U12 
Representative Team travelling to Merimbula NSW at the end of September to 
take part in the Karl Posselt Cup: Amy Littlechild, Jessica McCallum Smith & 
Darcie Reilly.

UNDER 15 

U15 TIGERS  
STUART MCCARRON

At the time of writing this the 
Tigers were sitting on the top of 
the ladder and were still in the 
MacDonald’s cup.

The season would have to qualify 
as a success the way the boys and girls are trying to play football is 
a delight to watch. Thank you to all the parents who have helped and also given 
me the privilege in coaching this great bunch of players.

Ben what a talent always tries and will develop into a great player.

Peta has represented the state with great success but I cannot believe that she 
can try any harder for the state than she does for the ‘Tigers’ She is always 
hard at the ball and is a great leader on and off the field. The respect that she 
has from the team is evident because they selected her as the captain.
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Daniel very quiet but does whatever job I have ever given him. Has scored a 
number of important goals and has pulled off a number of great intercepts that 
have pushed us forward.

Adam tower of strength in the backline and always is hard at the ball. 
Sometimes he forgets that he has a lot of talent and the amount he contributes 
and leads the team.

Jack always keen and gives his best. He underestimates his performances in 
goal or up front.

Christian what great runs he has made going forward and has been missed as 
he went on holidays from July until the end of the season.

Imarnie very talented goalkeeper that has a bright future, continues to improve 
every week, a little quiet but it will come. Represented the state team with 
great success.

Jacob G when he is ‘on’ he is a great player who thinks a lot about his football 
and if he continues to improve will be the core of future ‘Olympic’teams.

Joel when he concentrates, can be one of the best players and has played in 
many positions and never complains. If his improvement continues will be in 
the best players every week.

Zac great effort all season, has been involved in the best moves we have had 
this year. Has improved a great deal from the start of the season.

Luke again one of the ones that always tries his hardest and has been an asset 
to the team. Is very quiet and needs to start using his voice as he often knows 
what is to be done.

Harrison has been a great goal scorer for the Tigers but is hard on himself 
when he does miss a goal. Has scored in excess of 30 goals for the season due 
to his skill, work rate and having a great team serving him the ball.

Jacob J forms part of the best backline in the league but has always 
contributed when he has been moved into other positions.

Dylan has great skill and has improved a great deal in his passing of the ball. 
Has had a battle this season with injury but if he continues to improve and 
stays fit I look forward to watching him play for many years to come.

Toby the baby of the team but you wouldn’t know it. He is one of the leaders 
of the team, is always a pleasure to coach and his personality often makes me 
laugh. He is a great player and if he continues to work hard will be one of the 
best players we have.
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Will very tough full back with great tackling and reading of the game. Has 
filled in as goalkeeper and if he wishes to take up this role more often has the 
attributes to be one of the best.

James again one of the leaders of the team that others look to, continues to 
improve every week and his attitude is always great. He is a great player in the 
midfield and as he improves will dominate this area of the park.

Thank you Tigers, Tam, Shani and others that have assisted for an enjoyable 
season.

SENIOR GIRLS

PHOENIX LUCY JOHNS 

The senior girls’ team welcomed a range of new faces to the team this year. 

Caoilainn, Phoebe and Niamh have done a great job for the team spending 
time in goals, and helping out in the midfield/forward when on the park. The 
ever reliable back line of Morgan, Georgia, Lizzie, Ash and Olivia have kept it 
tight at the back making it exceptionally hard for other teams to score.

Jess and Ella have done an excellent job on the wings providing us with great 
width and options going forward. Ronni and Sarah have really dominated in the 
middle of the park driving the team forward into attack but also working hard 
to ensure the team had enough cover in the back. 

The forward line led by speedster Holli along with Tash, Hashi and Tanna, 
provided great goal scoring power upfront, but also have linked up well with the 
midfield with a range of goal scores coming from midfield and defence as well 
as up front. 

Unfortunately, we lost Lil early 
in the season to a knee injury, 
wishing her the best for a fast 
and full recovery! 

Overall the girls have had 
some great games and really 
come a long way with playing 
a passing style of game, very 
exciting signs for the future. 
Good luck next year girls! 
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UNDER 16 

U16 LIONS ROB SHAW (& ROB KING)

The fact that I am writing 
this at the biggest sporting 
spectacle on the planet in 
one of its most exotic sun-
drenched cities wishing I was 
at a frosty Churchill Park 
watching Riverside Lions play 
Westside Piranhas shows 
how enjoyable and rewarding 
coaching this team has 
become. Plus it contains 
fewer cheating Russians. The 
side has adapted superbly to 

stepping up an age level, holding its own and beating 
teams more than a year older. In addition to being a team of great footballers, 
they are a wonderful collection of characters and maturing young adults who 
unite to perfectly create an elite coach-testing machine. As always, thanks for 
all the parental assistance namely Zack for the chips night, Ron for the orange 
roster and high-tech bench, everyone for the eternal stream of text messages 
and especially Old Rob for filling in and maintaining a proud 100 per cent 
record (when all the games were rained off).

Andy Biggs - Happy to play left or right full-back, midfield or striker, Andy 
adapts to the team’s needs putting in consistent performances wherever 
required. Continually growing in confidence, he has developed the wonderful 
trait of following up interceptions with composed passing and then supporting 
subsequent attacks.

Liam Gilmore - Without doubt the hardest player to dispossess, and I speak 
from many hours of trying. Gilly’s skills, work rate, vision and determination 
have earned universal respect at club, regional and state level. If he is not soon 
playing a similar role in the Riverside Olympic first team midfield (or higher, if 
that’s possible), somebody has some explaining to do.

Sam Gray - Our regular and reliable goal supply has single-handedly stopped 
the coach banging on about composure by demonstrating it by the bucketload. 
Often deployed as a lone striker, Gravy is delighted to be given the dual 
responsibility of holding the ball up under heavy pressure while not having to 
worry about defending.

Jake Hartley - Kicked off our season with a match-winner out of nothing 
against Westside and been an ever-present threat down the left flank all year. 
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Whether feeding throughballs to the strikers or taking on his full-back and 
getting crosses over, Jake has combined neatly with Lachy to flummox many 
an opposition full-back.

Jarrod Hill - An ever-popular member of the team who lets his football do the 
talking, as well as his talking. Jarrod’s inevitable elevation to higher plains 
has enabled him to return on field where his pace, strength and physicality 
have been priceless. Valuable double-strike saw us come from behind to beat 
Wanderers.

Jasper King - The arrival of Ethan has enabled Jasper to play further forward 
and he has relished taking up the Will Bonney midfield role, with smaller hair. 
Along with Gilly, provides the central fulcrum upon which the team is balanced, 
producing surging runs and goal attempts reminiscent of an earlier generation 
of Kings, for those with long memories.

Callum Macfarlane - The ultimate team player, always responds to “Where 
do you want to play?” with “Wherever you want me.” Consistently high quality 
performances have silenced many opposition wingers, and for the second 
season running produced an absolute stunner against Rangers. Original from 
the class of 2007 who epitomises the Lion spirit.

Pat Millar - No easy gig taking over the gloves from Hill but Pat has done 
a marvellous job, frequently saving the side and evolving into an agile and 
astute keeper. Easily the worst listener in the squad, will listen to me talk for 
10 minutes about Friday’s game against Northern Rangers and then ask if we 
have a game on Friday.

Will Murchison - Like his lesser-known German namesake Per, Murchesacker 
combines sound positional play with a timely reading of the game, cultured 
distribution and of course blistering pace. Makes fiendish use of his fake panic 
noise when under pressure to fool opponents into thinking he is not in control 
of the situation.

Daniel Shaw - Continuing a successful bloodline of hard-running English talent, 
Daniel has helped out wherever needed, playing in attack, midfield, defence 
and in goal with a brave showing against Rangers. Strong in the air with a 
fierce tackle and improving Mr Righty, he poached an excellent late equaliser to 
earn us a deserved point against Deloraine.

Lachlan Stedman - Never take on a 50-50 with Lachlan Stedman, you’ll be 
breathing through a straw for weeks. Fast, strong and unselfish, Lachy is the 
ultimate team player whether whipping over crosses from the right or cutting 
in to score from the left, including the goal of the season against Devonport, a 
‘banger’ from a distance of 240 kilometres out.

Ethan Taylor - Popular new member of the team who has made a seamless 
transition from the Predators giving us valuable new options. An uncanny 
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ability to time an interception combined with gutsy tackling skills have helped 
form an often impenetrable defensive wall. Well on his way to becoming a 
similar player to his father, and already taller.

Zach Walker - Equally content at full-back, centre-back or rampaging centre-
forward, Phil has developed into a priceless and popular squad member. 
Scored a stunning goal early doors and has demonstrated an ability to 
challenge Stedman for the ‘who-can-chest-control-the-most-powerful-pass’ 
award.

Jake Weeding - A popular and brilliant arrival to the team, what Jake lacks 
vocally he more than makes up for physically with a bustling presence 
wherever he plays. Ignited our season with a stunning hat-trick in a tricky 
match against Launnie United and has not looked back since, terrifying any 
opposition defender dumb enough to stand in his way.

Aaron Woods - The rock on which our excellent defensive record is built, Azza’s 
athleticism and ability to read the game have been pivotal to our fortunes while 
his uncompromising tackling has been known to scare small children. A Lions 
team without ‘Woods’ at centre-back would be like having no ‘i’ and the ‘Lons’ 
sound like they would be rubbish.

U16 PREDATORS JACK HARVEY, CHONDAN MORRIS & BART TAYLOR

This season with the Predators may have been a bumpy road due to a lot of 
changes with coaches and players. I have to commend absolutely everyone 
who has played this year for their energy, enthusiasm and giving it 100% in 
every match and training regardless. Although results hadn’t gone our way as 
much as we’d have liked to, I think every single young man in this team has 
grown in character, which is imperative for becoming a better soccer player.

Ollie - excellent commitment to games and training. Always looking for that 
killer pass from the midfield.

Billy - great attitude towards the game and very talented on the ball.

Sam - always on his toes and has a great eye for goal.

Brody - extremely hard worker that shows great persistence.

Vinnie - never runs out of energy and will fight for every contest.

Jim - always looking to play the team game and work for his team mates.

Tom (Schuey) - confidence has grown immensely on and off the ball.

Jarrod - always willing to have a go no matter where he plays and puts a great 
shift in.
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Michael - shows brilliant bravery by putting his hands up to go in goals and 
doesn’t let anyone intimidate him.

Kyle - great for the team spirit and works hard in every aspect of the game.

James - the ball is like a magnet to James as he is always wherever the ball is. 
Always looking for a good tackle too.

Jonah - good with the ball at his feet and always willing to have a shot and 
terrorise the opposition.

Ryan - silky footwork and reads the game extremely well as if it were a 
textbook.

Ethan - always made sure the opposition had a hard time and endeavoured to 
get forward as much as possible to overload the defence.

Tom (Bates) - has been a solid defender and can push defence in to attack 
quickly, great skills and distributes the ball well

Zac - a new player to the team, stepped up and played well in the U16s before 
injury finished his season early.

Jasper - an absolute live wire in the team and was sorely missed. A gun player 
with boundless energy and super talent, hope to see you back in the seniors 
next year Jasper.

Thank you to all of the parents, players and everyone else for the hard work 
they have displayed. It’s great to see this team developing, improving and 
bonding. Everyone can be extremely proud of the season they have had and 
I hope to see all of you great young lads next year in both the junior club and 
senior club. Thanks boys.
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE CLUBS TO DATE:

Seniors

•  Riverside Olympic were founded in 1967 as ‘Ravenswood’ Olympic but have 
connections with the game going back to the pioneering days of the sport in 
the 1920’s.

•  Olympic purchased all the gear and strips off the dismantling Patons & 
Baldwins Soccer Club at the time of founding.

•  Patons & Baldwins original shirt colours were black with blue ‘Olympic’ 
rings, hence the club name, Riverside Olympic.

•  In 1968 Ravenswood Olympic were based at Kings Meadows High School, 
but moved to Ravenswood Recreation Ground in 1970 and joined the 
recently formed Northern Combined League.

•  In 1978 the club was on the move again, but this time the club 
administrators were looking for a more permanent base, one which could 
house a clubroom and in turn would sustain an income. The club at the time 
liaised with the Beaconsfield Council (now West Tamar Council) to play out of 
Windsor Park. The ground was situated inside the athletics track from 1979 
to 1983 (where the Riverside Cricket Club presently operate & play), but was 
then moved eastward to its present location.

•  ROSC has won multiple titles in various leagues in its time and also had a 
team entered in a Tasmanian State League competition in the mid 1990’s. 
The club is aiming to obtain a license to compete in the NPL (Tasmania) 
league and Women’s Super League from 2019 onwards, allowing all of 
our players the opportunity to play football (soccer) at the highest level in 
Tasmania.

Riverside Olympic - the future
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Juniors

•  Riverside Olympic Junior Soccer Club came into being with the 
amalgamation of the teams from Trevallyn Primary School and Riverside 
Primary School in the mid nineteen eighties and was originally called 
‘Tamar’ Olympic.

•  These two primary schools were very prominent members of the Northern 
Tasmanian Primary School Soccer Association which began in 1973. 

•  When the Northern Tasmanian Junior Soccer Association (NTJSA) became 
a club based competition in 1985, Tamar Olympic became a founding 
member. The club eventually progressed to Riverside Olympic Junior Soccer 
Club to align with the Riverside Olympic Soccer Club and adopted the club 
colours of predominantly orange and white.

•  Riverside Olympic Junior Soccer Club is one of the most prominent and 
progressive clubs that competes in the NTJSA, having been awarded the 
association’s ‘Club of the Year’ (since it has been awarded) in 1997, 2002, 
2011 and most recently 2015.

•  In 2016 ROJSC club registered a club record 420 players, breaking the 
400+ player numbers for the first time in its history. The club’s players are 
drawn mainly from the schools in the region including Riverside, Trevallyn, 
St Anthony’s, Exeter and Beaconsfield Primary Schools and Riverside and 
Exeter High Schools.

BECOMING ONE FOOTBALL CLUB

In late 2014, the Riverside Olympic Soccer Club developed a three year 
strategy plan to document the short to medium term future direction of 
the club and identify opportunities for the club and strategies to assist with 
improvements.

One of the key areas identified in the strategy plan was to bring the club 
together as a whole; seniors, juniors, men, women, boys, girls, families, 
volunteers and all of our other supporters and members. Some of the 
recommendations of the strategy plan have since been implemented in this 
regard but one of the obvious actions the club identified is to become one ‘all-
inclusive’ club comprising all of our players and members, junior and senior.

Many may not be aware, that whilst the two ‘arms’ of the club strive to operate 
as one, the governing bodies of each club are separate. That means a doubling 
up of committees, executive and many other roles and activities that a soccer 
club needs to operate effectively. A merger of the two clubs would eliminate 
much of the doubling up that currently occurs.
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Between the two clubs, there is approximately 80 years of history, with the 
senior club approaching its 50th year and the junior club approximately 30 
years old.

In late 2015, a small (around a dozen) but enthusiastic group made up from 
representatives of both clubs came together to begin discussing the possibility 
of the two arms of the club merging to become one.

Those at the initial meeting agreed that a merger of the two clubs would be a 
sound strategic decision and to commence further discussions and meetings 
of members of both clubs. To that end, an entire club meeting was called in 
December of 2015 with approximately 25 members present. The meeting 
essentially ratified the decision of the first group and appointed a ‘steering 
committee’ to commence further discussions with regards to a merger of the 
two clubs.

The steering committee initially was comprised of:

• Senior Club President (Bart Taylor)

• Junior Club President (Jeremy Smith)

• Senior Club Vice President (Lucy Johns)

• Junior Club Registrar (Tammy Goss Edmunds)

• Senior and Junior Club Treasurer (Michael Harvey)

•  Steering Committee Administration (initially Phillipa Hughes and then Renae 
Woolcock)

• Chair (Brian Wightman, also Junior Club VP)

It was also felt that the committee was a good mix of ages and genders and 
represented a broad cross section of the entire club.

The Junior Club Property Officer (Richard Reilly) and Senior Club Secretary 
(Jamie Colgrave) were added during the process of meetings, as provided in 
the scope given to the steering committee.

To date, discussions have gone extremely well and there have been no major 
stumbling blocks. Discussions have been quite robust at times, thrashing out 
issues important to the operation of the proposed club, but always with the 
intent of resolving issues such that the two clubs can become one.

After a series of meetings throughout 2016, a combined junior and senior 
club committee meeting was held in June of this year, to present the findings 
and recommendations of the steering committee to both clubs. The meeting 
was chaired by Brian Wightman who delivered a presentation on not only the 
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steering committee progress to date, but a little on the long term history of the 
club, a summary of which is included at the start of this section.

Members of both committees approved the recommendation of the steering 
committee to continue with merger discussions, and to begin to prepare a 
constitution under which the new club would operate.

A draft constitution has been prepared and is currently under review, with a 
view to being finalised for end of season ‘Special General Meetings’ of both 
clubs to finalise the proposed merger.

In summary, the broad concept for the new club is as follows:

•  A new club entity is created, to be called Riverside Olympic FC (Football 
Club)

•  Riverside Olympic FC (ROFC) has a board of governance, broadly comprising 
a President, Senior Vice President, Junior Vice President, Secretary, 
Treasurer and committee members. The board is responsible for the overall 
governance of the club and strategic direction of the club.

•  Two distinct sub-committees are to be formed and maintained, for the 
day-to-day operations of the club. These sub-committees are to be chaired 
by the respective Senior and Junior Vice Presidents and will deal with the 
issues that are more specific to the senior and junior players at the club 
respectively.

•  From 2017 onwards, members of ROSC and ROJSC sign up as members of 
ROFC

•  Once the new ROFC has been established and players are signed up to the 
new club, the board and members elect to wind up both ROSC and ROJSC.

WHERE TO NEXT?

•  A Draft Constitution has been presented to both the senior and junior 
committees and feedback has been received from both and integrated into 
the constitution.

•  A Special General Meeting is planned to be called of both Incorporated 
Bodies at the conclusion of the season, for the purposes of progressing and 
officially formalising the merger.

•  The new club intends to adopt the ‘original’ Riverside logo, which is similar 
to the current senior club logo.

•  The official colours of the club shall be predominantly orange and white 
and such other colours as may be directed upon from time to time (which 
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will allow for the senior’s black in their current playing strip and the junior’s 
current royal blue).

• We begin Season 2017, our 49th/50th year as Riverside Olympic FC

The new combined club hopes to make available ROFC branded merchandise 
shortly after the merger, which is why the current clubs (mainly the junior club) 
have been holding back on getting more jackets etc once current stocks run 
out.

A combined and united Riverside Olympic club will reduce the amount of 
duplication that currently occurs and will be able to pool and share resources 
and staff more efficiently. We also hope to streamline the registration process 
for any players wishing to play in teams of what is presently both clubs i.e. 
Under 16s and Under 18s / women’s teams.

It will give the club greater impetus when dealing with government authorities, 
the local council and when applying for funding. However for the bulk of the 
playing group, seniors and juniors, we hope the process will have little impact 
overall to you, except that you will now be part of one combined and cohesive 
Riverside Olympic club.
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Don’t forget to check out our website and facebook page  
over the break for all the info you need for season 2017. 

www.juniors.riversideolympic.com.au 

 RiversideOlympicJuniorSoccerClub

SPONSORS

SUPPORTERS

more than just �ne printers.


